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Abstract

Organic semiconductors are promising materials for LEDs, solar cells, field-effect tran-

sistors or sensors. Although these materials have been studied thoroughly, a lack of

understanding the origin of trap states prohibit the widespread use.

In recent years, trap states caused by oxygen and water are discussed to be universal for

all organic semiconductors and the reason for lower electron mobility compared to holes.

However, this assumption is based on simple voltage current measurements at unipolar

devices and theoretical simulations. For the simplified description of the devices, a single

trap level is assumed. Furthermore, a direct measurement of the energetic trap depth

distribution is not done yet. Thus, it is still unclear, if these oxygen and water dependent

universal trap states have a major influence on the charge carrier transport in organic

semiconductors.

For the investigation of the universal trap states, a direct measurement of the unipo-

lar energetic trap distribution is done in this thesis. For this purpose, the well-known

thermally stimulated current method is modified by using a metal insulator semiconduc-

tor structure instead of a diode. The measured trap distributions are correlated to the

charge carrier mobility determined with the transient space charge limited method. This

method is challenging for semiconductor thin films because of the need for a low RC

time constant for sample charging. A measurement circuit is developed here to improve

the limits of this method by reducing this RC time constant. Additionally, a device

simulation is done to analyze the physical limits of this method in terms of minimum

measurable film thickness.

The well-known materials P3HT, PCPDTBT and MDMO-PPV in pristine and con-

trolled aged (with oxygen and water) states are analyzed. The measurement of the

unipolar trap distributions and charge carrier mobilities of these materials allows for

analyzing the suggested universal trap levels and its influence on the charge carrier

transport.
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1 Introduction

Organic semiconductors, which are conjugated small molecules or conjugated polymers,

are widely used as active materials for organic light emitting diodes (OLED) in the

display technology. Furthermore, they are promising materials for solar cells, field-

effect transistors (FETs) or sensors [26, 64, 134, 139, 158, 159, 163]. Although organic

semiconductors have been studied thoroughly, the wide use in these devices is still not

accomplished. This is primarily caused by the lack of understanding degradation pro-

cesses. The charge carrier trap states resulting from degradation significantly decrease

the performance of organic devices [25, 112, 183]. E. g., trap states cause non radia-

tive recombination (Shockley–Read–Hall recombination) which decreases the quantum

efficiency of OLEDs [23, 90, 151]. Another effect of trap states is the reduction of the

charge carrier mobility. Especially, the generally lower mobility of electrons compared to

holes is a challenge [25, 112, 179]. E. g. for OLEDs, the imbalance of carrier mobilities

is another major cause for a low quantum efficiency [160].

The reason for degradation, hence the origin of trap states can be multifaceted, but

oxygen and water are discussed to be main causes [88, 114, 115]. In recent years, trap

states caused by oxygen and water are discussed to be material independent. Thus, they

are potential universal trap states for all materials. In this respect, Nicolai et al. [112]

suggested oxygen containing functional groups at the molecules as universal origin for

electron trap states, causing the lower mobility of electrons (compared to holes [102]) in

organic semiconductors. They found an electron trap level at -3.6 eV below vacuum level

for many different polymers. In contrast, Zuo et al. [183] suggested the incorporation

of water molecules to be the cause for universal trap states. In their argumentation,

the dipole of a water molecule shifts the next neighbor orbitals in direction of the Fermi

level, creating a trap level 0.3 eV below the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO)

or above the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO). This effect would be similar

for electrons and holes, thus it is no explanation for the lower electron mobility.

Nicolai et al. as well as Zuo et al. used voltage current measurements at unipolar

devices combined with simulations to analyze the energetic depth of trap states indi-
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rectly. A direct measurement of the energetic trap depth is not done yet in this context.

Furthermore, only pristine materials are investigated without controlled generation of

oxygen and water dependent trap states in the organic semiconductors. Thus, it is still

unclear if the suggested universal trap states are the cause for the degradation of organic

semiconductors and for the lower electron mobility. For clarification, a direct measure-

ment of the unipolar energetic trap distribution of pristine and aged materials is done in

this thesis. To correlate these energetic trap distributions to the charge carrier mobility,

the unipolar mobility of the same materials is determined. Thus, it is investigated, if

the universal trap states are the origin for the generally lower electron mobility.

For analyzing whether the determined trap states are potentially universal for all

materials, three well-known polymers are investigated here:

- Poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) (P3HT),

- Poly[2,6-(4,4-bis-(2-ethylhexyl)-4H-cyclopenta[2,1-b;3,4-b’]dithiophene)-alt-

4,7(2,1,3-benzothiadiazole)] (PCPDTBT) and

- Poly[2-methoxy-5-(3’,7’- dimethyloctyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene] (MDMO-PPV).

P3HT is a well-known organic semiconductor, which is often used as reference material

as it is done here [121, 124, 140]. The other two polymers are investigated as example

materials used in current device research. In this respect, PCPDTBT got much interest

in organic solar cells in recent years [70, 87, 109] and different PPV derivatives are often

used in OLEDs. As a well-known PPV, MDMO-PPV is used here [6, 72, 125].

Furthermore, controlled aging of these materials is done in this thesis. With the

exposure to oxygen and water as well as UV light, additional trap states are introduced

into the materials by photo oxidation [68, 101, 140]. With these aging treatments,

oxygen and water as the origin of trap states are investigated.

For the purpose of directly measuring the energetic distribution of trap levels, the well

known thermally stimulated current (TSC) method is applied [17, 33, 150]. Although

the classical TSC method has the advantage of the direct measurement of the activation

energy for exciting trapped charge carriers, which is assigned to the energetic trap depth,

it implies challenges. The classical measurement of a bipolar diode does not avoid

recombination of complementary charge carriers, which falsifies the activation energy

and trap level distribution information [14, 17]. Additionally, the unipolar evaluation

of electron and hole trap states is not possible without further analysis. However, this

aspect is crucial to analyze the influence of trap states on the charge carrier mobility.

To overcome this challenge, a modification of the TSC method is developed in this

thesis. This modification is the use of a metal insulator semiconductor (MIS) device
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structure instead of the diode (MIS-TSC method). As the semiconductor can be unipolar

charged by choosing the direction of the charging voltage, the MIS-TSC method allows

for unipolar trap occupation and subsequent measurement. Furthermore, recombination

of complementary charge carriers is avoided [132].

Additionally, the mobility of electrons and holes has to be measured for correlation

between trap states and mobility differences in dependence of aging. Preferably, the

measurement direction should be in line with the current direction in typical device

architectures. For e. g. OLEDs or solar cells, this is perpendicular to thin films. Conse-

quently, the field- or Hall-effect methods [76, 105, 123], which are often used for mobility

determination, are not applicable as the measurement in the device plane might cause

false results. Alternatives with a perpendicular measurement direction are the time of

flight (ToF) [89] or space charge limited current (SCLC) methods [22, 59, 89, 95]. In

case of ToF, the measured currents are small compared to typical device currents, which

influences the mobility, as the mobility in organic semiconductors depends on the charge

carrier density [11]. Furthermore, there are high requirements for the sample structure

to ensure efficient light incorporation. In contrast, the SCLC method is an appropri-

ate choice as high current densities are required and the sample structure is simpler

[1, 22]. For SCLC, there is the steady state and transient method. The steady state

SCLC method lacks of precision and the correct data analysis is difficult [22]. Thus,

this method is only usable for the determination of reference values. In contrast, the

transient SCLC method has a higher accuracy [1]. A major challenge for the transient

SCLC method is the required low RC time constant for device charging.

As the reduction of sample capacitance is technologically limited in case of organic

thin films [62], the crucial challenge for using the transient SCLC method is the min-

imization of the serial resistance to the device under test. To overcome this problem,

a measurement circuit for fast sample charging is developed here. However, the influ-

ences of non-ideal device parameters become prominent for semiconductor thin films.

For investigation of these non-ideal influences, e. g. build-in field or injection barrier, a

transient SCLC simulation addressing these issues is done in this thesis.

In conclusion, the correlation of trap distribution and mobility information of three

different organic polymer semiconductors is used in this thesis to investigate the origin of

low electron mobility compared to hole mobility. Furthermore, for analyzing degraded

polymers, the materials are exposed to oxygen, water and UV light. This allows for

correlation between degradation causes and reduced mobility as well as for investigating

the suggested universal trap states.
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2 Theory

2.1 Charge carrier transport in organic semiconductors

Organic semiconductors are polymers or small molecules with double covalent bonds

between carbon atoms, which are sp2-hybridized [142]. These bonds consist of strong σ

bonds and weaker π bonds. The π bonds form transport states on a molecule [26]. These

are localized states in the semiconductor bulk and the charge carrier transport between

molecules is possible via hopping [156]. This hopping process describes the tunneling of

charge carriers between the localized states of two molecules [26]. The transport states

in organic semiconductors are subdivided into the highest occupied molecular orbital

(HOMO) for holes and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) for electrons.

These orbitals are often seen as the equivalent to valence band and conduction band in

inorganic semiconductors [152]. In the following, the HOMO and LUMO (Chap. 2.1.1)

states as well es the hopping process (Chap. 2.1.2) are discussed in more detail. Fur-

thermore, the influence of trap states on the charge carrier transport is discussed in

chapter 2.1.3 [94, 122, 153] and the contacts to organic layers in chapter 2.1.4 [26].

2.1.1 Gaussian density of states

The transport states (HOMO and LUMO) are distributed over the energy, which is

caused by structural disorder within organic semiconductors [26, 183]. This energy

distribution of the density of states (DOS) can be assumed to be of Gaussian shape

[13, 31, 119, 164]. Often, an exponential tail is assumed for the Gauss profile, which

accounts for e. g. doping [111, 183]. However, in case of high charge carrier density,

the influence of this tail is neglectable for charge carrier transport analyses. As the tail

states are completely filled, hopping is impossible at this energy because of the absence

of free transport states [15]. This high charge carrier density is a crucial assumption for

the space charge limited current (SCLC) concept used in this thesis (Chap. 2.3). Thus,

the assumption of a Gauss profile for the DOS is reasonable here. Equation 2.1 describes

this DOS (g(E)), where N is the total number of available states, σ the width of the
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Gaussian profile and E the energy. Here, E = 0 eV is the center of the profile. As a

material parameter, this center is the HOMO or LUMO level.

g(E) =
N√

2π · σ
· e
−

(E)2

2σ (2.1)

The occupation probability ffd of free states at E is given by the Fermi-Dirac relation

(Equ. 2.2) with EF as the Fermi level, kB as the Boltzmann constant and T as the

temperature [111]. At non-equilibrium, e. g. in case of an applied voltage, EF can

be replaced by the quasi Fermi levels for electrons and holes [26]. These describe the

occupation probability for the HOMO and LUMO levels separately, accounting for the

non-equilibrium. The density of occupied states is given by ffd(E) · g(E).

ffd(E) =

1 + e

E − EF
kBT


−1

(2.2)

2.1.2 Hopping mobility

The tunneling probability of charge carriers between one occupied and one empty local-

ized state depends on the energetic difference of and distance between those states. As

a tunneling process is isoenergetic, a phonon has to be involved in the tunneling process

to compensate for an energetic difference [69, 172].

For the purpose of simpler description of the charge transport via hopping, an effective

transport energy Etr can be defined [11, 18]. The assumption for this concept is, that

a charge carrier at or above Etr will hop to the next empty state immediately. In this

case, the probability that there is at least one free adjacent state at or below Etr (nearer

to EF ) has to be 1 [83]. The target free state has to be within the localization radius

γ which is the decay length of the wave function of the localized charge carrier [106].

For these assumptions, Etr can be derived with equation 2.3 [116], with the DOS g(E)

(Chap. 2.1.1). As high charge carrier densities are given for SCLC methods, equation

2.3 do account for occupied states and only free states are considered as target [11].

∫ Etr

−∞

g(E ′) · (Etr − E ′)3

1 + e
−E
′−EF
kBT

dE ′ =
6

π
· (γ · kBT )3 (2.3)
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Because of the energetic difference of occupied and unoccupied state, a hopping event

is triggered by a phonon. Therefore, the attempt to jump frequency fatj is equal to the

phonon frequency and the mobility µ is proportional to fatj (Equ. 2.4) [11]. Furthermore,

µ depends on the distance to the target state and on the necessary activation energy,

which is the difference between the current energy of a charge carrier and Etr. The

charge carrier density η can either be the hole or electron density.

µ =
q · fatj
ηkBT︸ ︷︷ ︸

frequency

·
(∫ Etr

−∞
g(E ′)dE ′

)− 2
3

︸ ︷︷ ︸
jump distance

·
∫ Etr

−∞

g(E ′) · e
E′−Etr
kBT

1 + e
−E
′−EF
kBT︸ ︷︷ ︸

activation energy

dE ′ (2.4)

2.1.3 Trap states in organic semiconductors

Trap states have a significant influence on the charge carrier transport and device per-

formance. For inorganic semiconductors, a trap state is described as a localized state

within the band gap. In contrast, the exact definition of a band gap is difficult for

organic semiconductors, because of the Gaussian DOS. Furthermore, distinguishing be-

tween transport and trap states is not trivial, as all states are localized [75].

With the assumption of the effective transport energy, the states below this energy can

be related to trap states. This means, organic semiconductors have intrinsically shallow

trap states [175] and for each hopping event, a charge carrier has to be thermally excited.

Deeper trap sates will trap charge carriers for a longer time period as the probability of

sufficient thermal excitation is lower compared to shallow trap states.

The origin of trap states within organic semiconductors can be intrinsic, which means

dependent on the molecular states or semiconductor microstructure, or can be caused

by impurities or chemical defects within the molecules [112, 168, 183]. For different

materials, contaminants like unwanted molecules would have the same energetic depth

in respect to the vacuum level, which can also be true for unwanted functional groups at

the molecules [112, 114, 168]. However, there might be different contaminants present in

the polymers depending on the production process. Furthermore, the interaction with

other materials at interfaces may lead to defect states [101, 114, 141, 155].

In this context, water and oxygen are discussed to be the origin of universal trap

states present in all organic materials. Nicolai et al. [112] suggested oxygen dependent

functional groups (e. g. carbonyl or hydroxyl groups) on the organic molecule as the

origin for universal trap states. Thy argument, that the electron affinity of these groups

7



Table 2.1: Proposed relative trap levels (energetic distance to HOMO or LUMO) by Nicolai
et al. [112] (oxygen trap) and Zuo et al. [183] (water trap) for the investigated
polymers in this thesis (Chap. 4.1).

material water trap (h+) water trap (e-) oxygen trap (e-)

P3HT 0.15 eV 0.4 eV 0.6 eV
PCPDTBT 0.4 eV 0.32 eV 0.1 eV
MDMO-PPV 0.6 eV

is not significantly influenced by the organic molecule. Consequently, these groups form

a universal electron trap at -3.6 eV in reference to the vacuum level. Thus, the relative

depth depends on the LUMO level.

Zuo et al. [183] did a similar argumentation. Here, water molecules are incorporated

into the organic semiconductor. The dipole of a water molecule causes an energetic shift

of the HOMO and LUMO of the nearest neighbors of the water molecule, as confirmed

by Nikolka et al. [114]. This shift is in direction of the Fermi level and causes both

hole and electron trap states with a relative depth of 0.3 eV to 0.4 eV compared to the

HOMO or LUMO level. Additionally, the auto ionization of water molecules may lead

to different dipoles and hence to a different trap depth [114].

The relative trap depths for the polymers investigated in this thesis (Chap. 4.1) are

summarized in table 2.1 as determined by Nicolai et al. (called oxygen trap in the

following) and Zuo et al. (called water trap in the following). Here, the trap depth

is assumed to be the activation energy Ea needed to excite a trapped charge carrier

from this trap [73, 81]. However, for organic semiconductors, the trap depth can be

influenced by e. g. coulomb interaction [126, 151, 167]. Nikitenko et al. discussed this

issue and concluded, that in case of unipolar trap filling the differences in trap depth

can be neglected [113]. Consequently, as the MIS-TSC used in this thesis is unipolar,

Ea is used here as characteristic value of the trap depth.
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2.1.4 Schottky contacts and surface potential

The contacts to an organic semiconductor can be described by Schottky contacts [127].

The surface potential ΨS is defined in equation 2.5 and depends on the electron affinity of

the contact metal Eaff , the energetic distance between HOMO and LUMO Eg, the work

function of the semiconductor W and the applied voltage V (q is the elementary charge).

The surface potential defines the amount of charge carriers at the semiconductor/ metal

interface, which results in space charge regions at the contacts [152].

ΨS = Eaff +
Eg
2q
−W − V · q (2.5)

2.2 Thermally stimulated current (TSC)

For the determination of the density of trap states and its energetic distribution, the

thermally stimulated current (TSC) method is applied in this thesis [17, 33, 150]. This

method is generally used for the characterization of semiconductors, both inorganic [166,

177], organic [86, 149] and hybrid materials like e.g. perovskites [170]. Classically, the

method is applied using bipolar diode structures [14, 17]. The challenge for this classical

method is the bipolar nature of the diode. For this device structure, recombination of

complementary charge carriers influences the measurement and the unipolar trap depth

determination is not possible without further analyses.

The principle of this method is the optical or electrical trap filling during sample cool

down or at a constant low temperature and subsequent heating of the device under test

after the trap filling. During heating, trapped charge carriers are thermally excited,

which results in a temperature dependent current. This current is related to the amount

of occupied trap states and their energetic depth.

2.2.1 Measurement principle for enveloping TSC

Only the electrical filling process is described here, although it is also possible with light

[17, 83, 138]. Figure 2.1 shows the schematic sequence. At first, the trap states of the

semiconductor under test are filled during cool down. The semiconductor is charged by

a constant charging voltage Vch at room temperature in forward bias, causing a high

current density. The physics of trap filling is discussed in chapter 2.2.2. The charging

voltage is applied a time span ∆t1 before start of the cool down with the rate β (Equ. 2.6).

9
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Figure 2.1: Schematic timing diagram of the enveloping TSC measurement sequence.

β =
Tend − Tstart

t
(2.6)

The charging voltage is applied until the temperature reaches the minimum tempera-

ture Tlow and during another span of time ∆t2. Then, the device under test is put into a

short circuit. For the extraction of free excess charge carriers which are not trapped, the

temperature is kept constant until the current is ideally zero. Practically, the current is

below the noise level. Subsequently, the temperature is increased with a constant β and

the TSC is measured as described further in chapter 2.2.3. Reaching room temperature,

the current is measured until it is below noise level, meaning that all trap states are

empty. The described measurement sequence is called enveloping measurement.

2.2.2 Trap filling

The measured TSC is strongly dependent on the effectiveness of the charging procedure,

meaning the percentage of occupied in relation to the total amount of trap states after

charging. In case of a diode, a constant current is flowing through the device, resulting in

a high density of free charge carriers. The amount of free charge carriers is limited by the

maximum applicable voltage without breaking the device. The trap occupation depends

on the equilibrium of newly trapped and thermally freed charge carriers [17]. This

equilibrium shifts to higher trap occupation during cooling. Additionally, the trap filling

depends on the mobility of free charge carriers in the sense, that an unoccupied trap has

to be found by a free charge carrier. As the mobility decreases with temperature, this

process becomes ineffective. Therefore, the trap filling is more efficient if the charging

voltage is applied during cool down compared to charging only at low temperature.
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2.2.3 Heating procedure for enveloping TSC measurement

The device under test is kept in short circuit condition during heating for the enveloping

TSC measurement. Within the diode structure, the build-in field will cause the charge

carrier extraction [17, 33, 150].

Before heating, a sufficient time span has to be waited until free excess charge carri-

ers are extracted and the measured current is ideally zero. Otherwise, this charge will

be extracted during heating which falsifies the TSC signal. In praxis, a leakage cur-

rent will remain caused by the burden voltage of the used electrometer. This leakage

current increases with temperature, as the mobility and thus the conductivity of the

semiconductor under test increases (Chap. 2.1.2).

During heating, trapped charge carriers are thermally excited causing current peaks if

plotted over the temperature. The initial rise of the resulting TSC (ITSC) peak depends

on the activation energy Ea as in equation 2.7, where T is the temperature and kB is

the Boltzmann constant [33, 73, 78, 150]. The energy needed to excite a trapped charge

carrier is equal to Ea (Chap. 2.1.3). With the assumption of neglectable retrapping,

recombination as well as a single trap level, Ea can be determined with a linear regression

on the slope of ln(ITSC) over 1
T

.

ITSC ∝ e

−Ea
kBT (2.7)

For the practical measurement, a time delay before the ejection of excited charge

carriers has to be considered. This delay is caused by the charge carrier mobility and

retrapping. Consequently, higher β will cause a shift of a TSC signal peak to higher

temperatures. Simultaneously, there is an increase of the peak, as the same amount of

charge is extracted over a shorter time period. In consideration of an appropriate β,

there is the advantage of an improved signal to noise ratio in case of high β. In contrast,

the disadvantage is a worse resolution of multiple and overlapping TSC peaks.

2.2.4 Heating procedure for fractional TSC measurement

Multiple TSC peaks are the result trap states with an energetic distribution (Chap. 2.1.3).

This distribution can be determined with the fractional method [33, 73, 150], which dif-

fers from the enveloping measurement only by the heating process. For the fractional

TSC method, multiple subsequent heating and cooling steps are used, which have the
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Figure 2.2: Schematic timing diagram of the fractional TSC measurement sequence

same β. This is described schematically in figure 2.2, where the starting temperature T1

is the end temperature T3 of the sequence before.

With the fractional method, the TSC signal of one temperature sequence (T2 − T1)

can be related to a single trap level, as only a small range of the trap distribution is

analyzed. Thus, equation 2.7 can be applied to calculate this trap level. For extraction

of all charges of this trap level, the time span ∆tf2 must be long enough that ITSC drops

down to noise level when the temperature is at T2. The time spans ∆tf1 and ∆tf3 are

necessary for temperature stabilization. The resolution of the determined density of trap

states by this method is therefore depending on the magnitude of T2 − T1.

2.2.5 Determining the total density of trap states

The integration of ITSC over time t gives the total extracted charge which resembles the

number of occupied trap states Ntrap,occ with the assumption that all trap states will be

emptied during heating [24]. This assumption is valid, as permanently occupied trap

states can not trap free charge carriers and do not influence the charge carrier mobility.

Consequently, the trap filling probability during charging (Chap. 2.2.2) defines Ntrap,occ.

The density of occupied trap states ntrap,occ is calculated with equation 2.8 [78]. Here,

Vvol is the volume of the device under test and q the elementary charge. Practically, the

integration is done from the time when ITSC rises above noise level until it dropped back

below noise level.

ntrap,occ =
Ntrap,occ

Vvol
=

1

qVvol
·
∫ ∞

0

ITSC dt (2.8)
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2.3 Space charge limited current (SCLC)

This chapter explains the theoretical concept of space charge limited current (SCLC),

which is generally valid for all types of semiconductors. Starting with the general charge

carrier transport within a semiconductor bulk, the conductivity depends on the charge

carrier density (n for electrons and p for holes) and the charge carrier mobility µ (µn

for electrons and µp for holes). The mobility is defined as the proportionality factor

between the electric field strength F and the drift velocity vdrift (Equ. 2.9) [152].

vdrift = µ · F (2.9)

The drift velocity is the average velocity of a charge carrier package moving through

the semiconductor. The total current can be considered as a superposition of hole and

electron current, thus the total specific conductivity σc is the superposition of both

carrier types (Equ. 2.10) [152]. Here, q is the elementary charge.

σc = q (µnn+ µpp) (2.10)

By ohm’s law, σc is the proportionality factor between the current density J and F

(Equ. 2.11).

J = σc · F (2.11)

For a better understanding of the SCLC, the ideal theory is described in the following.

The influences of non-ideal device parameters are discussed afterwards in chapter 2.3.3.

Assuming ideal SCLC, there is one ideal injecting contact for majority charge carriers

and one ideal blocking contact for minority charge carriers. Further assumptions for the

ideal case are [22, 82, 120, 154]:

- There are no contact resistances.

- The device is unipolar and symmetric because of zero work function difference of the

contacts.

- Consequently, there is no build-in field.

- Serial or parallel resistances are neglectable in comparison to the device resistance.

13



- The electric field strength and charge carrier density do not influence the mobility.

- The semiconductor is trap free.

- No doping and intrinsic charge carriers are only present due to thermal activation.

Consequently, it is sufficient to use only one term in equation 2.10. In the following,

the equations for hole only devices are discussed. The equations for electron only devices

are equivalent and given in the appendix (App. 8.1).

By applying a bias voltage on the unipolar device, charge carriers are injected ad-

ditionally to the intrinsic charge carriers. In case of low bias voltage, the current is

ohmic, as the amount of intrinsic charge carriers is larger than the amount of injected

charge carriers. If the voltage is increased, the amount of intrinsic charge carriers can be

neglected as it is significantly exceeded by the amount of injected charge carriers. This

exceeding marks the beginning of the SCLC in terms of minimum bias voltage and the

charge carrier density becomes dependent on F . For explanation of this dependents, a

simplified picture of the semiconductor device as a capacitor is usable, where the number

of introduced charges is proportional to F [144]. Consequently, from equation 2.10, σc

is proportional to F which leads to equation 2.12.

J = q · µp · p(F ) · F ∝ q · µp · F 2 (2.12)

Generally, the SCLC can be measured either in steady state or transient mode. The

steady state describes a current density-voltage (JV) curve and the transient method is

a time dependent measurement of the current after applying a voltage step. The ideal

assumptions, as listed before, are valid for both methods, which are described in the

following chapters for hole only devices.

2.3.1 Ideal steady state SCLC

The current density J in the ideal steady state SCLC case depends on F 2 as described

in equation 2.12. To calculate the analytical solution of the function J(F ), the Gauss

relation in equation 2.13 and equation 2.14 result in the differential equation 2.15 [92].

Here, ε = ε0εr is the specific electric permittivity (ε0 is the vacuum permittivity and εr

the relative permittivity) and d the semiconductor thickness.

η(x) =
ε

q
· dF (x)

dx
(2.13)
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J = qµη(x) · F (x) (2.14)

J

εµ
= F (x) · dF (x)

dx
(2.15)

The solution for this differential equation is given in equation 2.16, where the boundary

condition is F (0) = 0 (no contact resistance). Integrating this equation from 0 to d, the

Mott-Gurney law results (Equ. 2.17) [92, 107].

F (x) =

√
2J

εµ
(2.16)

J =
9

8

ε

d
µpF (x)2 (2.17)

For a better understanding of equation 2.17, the device under test is considered as

a capacitance and the charge within the semiconductor can be estimated with equa-

tion 2.18. In contrast to a capacitor, the charge is distributed over the semiconductor

bulk. Thus, the effective thickness for the device capacitance is lower compared to d

and the magnitude of the injected charge into the semiconductor is higher than in case

of the capacitance [92].

C = ε · A
d

(2.18)

The injected charge into the semiconductor is higher than in case of the capacitance

by the factor 9/8 (Equ. 2.17). In equation 2.17, the term ε0εr/d is the capacitance per area.

This capacitance multiplied with F replaces the charge q · p of equation 2.10.

In conclusion, if εr and the device geometry is known, equation 2.17 can be used to

calculated the mobility from a JV curve. As an example JV curve, figure 2.3 shows a

simulated JV curve (as described in chapter 3) in a linear and a double logarithmic plot.

From the latter curve, the double logarithmic slope w (called ”slope” in the following)
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Figure 2.3: Ideal JV curve of steady state SCLC in (a) linear and (b) double logarithmic
form. The data is simulated as described in chapter 3.2 for a 500 nm thick organic
semiconductor with fatj = 1 · 1012 Hz.
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Figure 2.4: For steady state SCLC: (a) Ideal electric field strength and (b) distribution of
charge carriers within the device for different applied voltages. The charge injecting
contact is on the left side. The data is simulated as described in chapter 3.2 for a
500 nm thick organic semiconductor with fatj = 1 · 1012 Hz.

can be determined. Ideally, w = 2 is valid as marked in figure 2.3b.

For the SCLC mode, the charge distribution and the electrical field strength is inho-

mogeneous over the semiconductor thickness [92], which is illustrated in figure 2.4. This

is caused by the turn on process, as described in chapter 2.3.2

2.3.2 Ideal transient SCLC

For the transient SCLC measurement procedure, a voltage step from zero to VS is applied

to the unipolar device. For determining the transit time of the first injected charge

carriers, the following derivation is done. Generally, for each point x in the depth of

the semiconductor layer, the time dependent current density is the sum of displacement
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(jdispl(x, t)) and drift (jdrift(x, t)) current density as in equation 2.19. With the time

dependent Gauss relation (Equ. 2.20), equation 2.21 results. Here, the chain rule is used

for dF 2(x,t)
2dx

= F (x, t) · dF (x,t)
dx

.

j(t) = jdrift(x, t) + jdispl(x, t) = qη(x, t)µF (x, t) + ε
dF (x, t)

dt
(2.19)

ε
dF (x, t)

dx
= qη(x, t) (2.20)

j(t) = ε

(
µ

2
· dF

2(x, t)

dx
+
dF (x, t)

dt

)
(2.21)

Now, equation 2.21 is integrated over the total thickness d with the integrated Gauss

relation in equation 2.22. Here, qarea(t) is the total charge per unit area. The boundary

condition is F (0, t) = 0, which means there is no contact resistance at the injection

contact at x = 0. As the applied voltage is constant, the integration of the right part of

the sum in equation 2.21 is zero. The result is given in equation 2.23.

F (d, t) =
qarea(t)

ε
(2.22)

j(t) =
εµ

2d
F 2(d, t) with

∫ d

0

dF (x, t)

dt
dx =

dv(t)(t)

dt
= 0 (2.23)

At x = d, only jdispl(x, t) is relevant as long as the charge carriers did not reach the

ejection contact, as no charge carriers are at this point. Thus, for x = d, equation 2.19

and 2.23 result in the differential equation 2.24. This equation is valid for t < ttrans.

For t ≥ ttrans, the assumption of no charge carriers at x = d is not valid any more.

The solution for the differential equation is given in equation 2.25, with F (d, 0) = VS
d

as

boundary condition (VS is the applied voltage on the device).

dF (d, t)

dt
=

µ

2d
F 2(d, t) (2.24)
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F (d, t) =
2VSd

2d2 − µVSt
(2.25)

Considering the first injected charge carrier package, F at the charge carrier front is

equal to F (d, t) at the ejection contact. The integration of vdrift = µ · F from t = 0 to

ttrans with F from equation 2.25 leads to equation 2.26. The numerical solution for µ is

given in equation 2.27 [22, 92, 95, 103]. This equation is used for the mobility calculation

in the transient SCLC method.

d = µ

∫ ttrans

0

F (d, t)dt =
2

µVS
· ln
(

1− ttrans
µVS
2d2

)−1

(2.26)

µ = 0.786 · d2

VSttrans
(2.27)

The determination of ttrans is shown here with a simulated example (Chap. 3) for

the current over time in figure 2.5. The first pronounced current peak of each curve

(vertical dashed lines) is at ttrans for different VS. Additionally, a slight oscillation is

visible afterwards, which is also described by Schilling and Schachter [137] and Szyman-

ski et al. [153].

For calculating the relation between peak current and steady state current, the equa-

tions 2.19 and 2.25 are used at x = d and t = ttrans to result in equation 2.28. With

equations 2.17 and 2.28, the ideal factor 1.21 as relation between peak current and

steady state current can be calculated [92, 95]. This means, ideally, the peak current is

by factor 1.21 higher compared to the steady state current.

j(t) =
εµ

2d
·
(

2dV

2d2 − µV ttrans

)
(2.28)

For a better understanding of the origin of the current peak, a phenomenally expla-

nation is done in the following. At t = 0, the electric field is homogeneous and the first

charge carriers are injected (Fig. 2.6). While these move through the semiconductor,

successive charge carriers are injected (Fig. 2.6b). With the increasing charge within the

semiconductor, the electric field is shielded in the area where the first charge carriers
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Figure 2.5: Ideal J(t) curve of a transient SCLC signal. The data is simulated as described in
chapter 3.2 for a 500 nm thick organic semiconductor with fatj = 1 · 1012 Hz.

have passed through. As the over all voltage keeps constant, the electric field increases

in the remaining space charge free region, which the charge carriers have not reached

yet (Fig. 2.6a). This principle is valid until the first injected charge carriers reach the

opposite electrode. Thus, these charge carriers are moved by a stronger average electric

field than in the steady state at t→∞, causing the current peak at ttrans.

2.3.3 Qualitative discussion of non-ideal device parameters

influencing the space charge limited current

There are many effects influencing both steady state and transient SCLC, which are

correlated to non-ideal parameters. Generally, the influences of these parameters are

stronger at thin layers [22, 31]. In this thesis, the measurement of thin organic poly-

mers (< 300 nm) is necessary, as it is technologically difficult to produce thicker layers.

Furthermore, thick layers are not needed in the application of organic semiconductor in

devices. Consequently, the determined mobilities by both methods must be analyzed in

respect to the following non-ideal parameters.

Starting with the steady state SCLC, the relation between current density and voltage

is ideally J ∝ V z with z = 2. For real devices, z is typically increased by the following

aspects: the presence of an injection barrier and build-in field [4, 22], trap states [29,

120] and field dependence of the mobility [1, 4, 62, 119, 182]. A decrease of z can be

caused by: diffusion [130], serial and shunt resistances [22], doping [12, 31] and space
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Figure 2.6: (a) Ideal electric field strength within the device and (b) distribution of charge
carriers for subsequent time steps during a transient SCLC measurement. The data
is simulated as described in chapter 3.2 for a 500 nm thick organic semiconductor
with fatj = 1 · 1012 Hz.

charge regions at the electrodes [130]. The effect of these non-ideal parameters varies in

dependence of the semiconductor film thickness and increases mostly with thinner film

thickness [22, 130, 182]. The discussed effects may cause a strong increase of z up to

e.g. 6 and simultaneously limit the current, where a determination of the mobility with

a quadratic fit by the Mott-Gurney law (Equ. 2.17) becomes invalid.

However, all discussed non-ideal parameters cause a decrease of the current in com-

parison to the ideal device. The only exception is a parallel current path with a low

resistance, which is visible in the low voltage regime. Consequently, strong influences

of a parallel current is visible in the JV curve. If z > 2, equation 2.17 can be used to

determine a minimum µ for the mobility of the semiconductor bulk if fitted to a small

voltage range.

A major difference between steady state and transient SCLC method is their depen-

dency on the electric field strength. The mobility determined using the steady state

measurement is a parameter independent of the electrical field strength, which is pri-

marily useful for the material comparison of similar devices [22, 136]. In contrast, the

mobility determined by the transient method is correlated to a certain average electrical

field strength as a constant voltage is applied [153]. Thus, the field dependents of the

mobility is directly visible with the transient method.

Considering the non-ideal parameters mentioned before for the steady state SCLC,

there is always a decrease of the determined mobility by the transient method in com-

parison to the ideal device [62, 67]. However, the decrease is generally less pronounced

for the transient method.
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Special attention is needed for the influence of trap states on the transient signal. In

case of shallow trap states, which are filled fast and cause a spreading of the first injected

charge carrier package, slight shifts of the current peak to higher ttrans occur resulting

in a lower determined mobility [103]. Typically, slowly filled deep trap states cause a

slow attenuation of the current over much longer time scales than ttrans [95, 103, 120].

The reason is the slow reduction of the amount of free charge carriers contributing to

the current. Consequently, there is little influence on the measured mobility.

A specific challenge for the transient SCLC method results from a high serial resistance

and a consequently high RC time constant causing a wide charging current peak [62].

This peak may falsify the measurement by overlapping with the transient peak.
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3 SCLC Simulation method

As the effects of non-ideal parameters on the SCLC increase with thinner semiconductor

layers, a more precise analysis is necessary compared to the ideal theory discussed in

chapter 2.3. For this purpose, the performed simulation investigates the influence of

an injection barrier, external resistances, doping and built-in field on the SCLC in de-

pendents of the semiconductor thickness. For the case of the time dependent transient

SCLC, the influence of a parasitic capacitance and ramp time of a non-ideal voltage

step is considered. The simulation, which is performed with the program Atlas (Sil-

vaco, Inc.), uses the models described in the following. The complete code of the Atlas

programming is given in the appendix (App. 8.3.1). As unipolar devices are considered,

the simulation is performed only for holes. The results in case of electrons are equivalent.

The corresponding equations for electrons are given in the appendix (App. 8.1).

3.1 models

For the stack structure of devices for SCLC measurements, a one dimensional simula-

tion is sufficient. The following system of equations is solved for each point x in one

dimension perpendicular to the layers. In the simulation, the Fermi level is replaced by

the quasi Fermi level to account for the non-equilibrium caused by the applied voltage

(Chap. 2.1.1).

The equations for Gaussian DOS, hopping mobility and Schottky contacts given in

chapter 2.1 are used in the simulation. Additionally, the calculation is based on Gauss’s

law (Equ. 3.1), which gives the relation between the local electric field strength F and

space charge density ϕ [152]. Here, ε = ε0εr is the specific dielectric constant (ε0 is the

vacuum permittivity and εr the relative permittivity).

div(F ) =
ϕ

ε
(3.1)
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The electrical field is defined by the gradient of the potential Ψ (Equ. 3.2) [152].

~F = −∇Ψ (3.2)

These equations are complemented by the charge carrier continuity which describes,

that the total number of charge carriers is only changed by generation, recombination

or the change of current density [152]. Equation 3.3 shows the corresponding relation

for holes. Here, p is the hole density and q the elementary charge, while Jp is the

hole current density, Ggen,p is the generation rate and Rrec,p the recombination rate.

As minority charge carriers are neglected in the simulation (unipolar device), only the

equation of the majority charge carriers (holes in this case) is needed and Rrec,p and

Ggen,p can be neglected, as all measurements are performed in darkness.

δp

δt
= −1

q
· div ~Jp +Ggen,p −Rrec,p = −1

q
· div ~Jp︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ggen,p=Rrec,p=0

(3.3)

Furthermore, the drift diffusion model is used with equation 3.4 (for holes and µp as

hole mobility). The current is the sum of drift (left hand side of the sum) and diffusion

current (right hand side of the sum).

~Jp = qpµp ~F + qDp∇p (3.4)

The diffusion coefficient Dp is given by the generalized Einstein equation (Equ. 3.5)

at the temperature T with kB as the Boltzmann constant [31]. This is the correlation

between mobility and diffusion coefficient. The term g3,p (Equ. 3.6) describes the depen-

dency of the diffusion coefficient on the charge carrier density and its change with the

quasi Fermi level EF and is valid in the specified limits for the charge carrier densities

[131]. The parameters cp,min and cp,max are set to 0.5 for maximum and to 10−10 for

minimum values and NH is the total density of states for the HOMO. If either value

ci is out of any limit, it will be calculated at this limit which is a simplification of the

calculation to reach convergence easier. Practically, there is neglectable change of Dp

outside these limits [131] and the charge carrier density in the performed simulation does
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not reach these limits.

Dp = kBT · g3,p ·
µp
q

(3.5)

g3,p =
1

kBT
· p
dp
EF

for (cp,minNH) < p < (cp,maxNH) (3.6)

To simulate the Gaussian DOS (for HOMO states) of an organic semiconductor, equa-

tion 3.7 is used by Atlas for holes (Chap. 2.1.1), where σH is the profile width and EH

the HOMO level.

gH(E ′ − EH) =
NH√

2π · σH
· e−

(E′−EH )2

2σH (3.7)

Because of convergence problems, the analytical approximation p(Enorm) = NH ·
Ga(Enorm, snorm) is used for the calculation of the Gauss-Fermi integral (Equ. 3.8) as

proposed by Paasch and Scheinert [118]. The normalized, thus dimensionless, values for

the energy Enorm and for the width snorm are given in equation 3.9.

p =

∫ ∞
−∞

gH(E ′ − EH)ffd(EF − E ′)dE ′ (3.8)

Enorm =
E ′ − EH
kBT

and snorm =
σH
kBT

(3.9)

Two regions are defined for Ga(Enorm, snorm) (equ. 3.10 and 3.11). Here,

Enorm ≤ −s2
norm corresponds to the nondegererate limit of the semiconductor [152],

where the Gaussian DOS decreases faster than the tail of the Fermi–Dirac distribution.

Thus, the density of occupied states is defined by the DOS. For Enorm ≥ −s2
norm in the

degererate limit, the full Fermi–Dirac distribution has to be considered [118].
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Ga(Enorm, snorm) = e

(
s2norm

2
+Enorm

)
· 1

e(Ka(s2norm)·(Enorm+s2norm)) + 1
for Enorm ≤ −s2

norm

(3.10)

Ga(Enorm, snorm) =
1

2
· erf

(
− Enorm

snorm
√

2
Ha(snorm)

)
for Enorm ≥ −s2

norm (3.11)

The factors Ha(z) and Ka(z) are given in equation 3.12, where erf(z) is the error

function (Equ. 3.13).

Ha(z) =

√
2

z
erf−1

(
e−

z2

2

)
and Ka(z) = 2− Ha(z)

z
·
√

8

π
· e

z
2
·(1−H2

a(z)) (3.12)

erf(x) =
1√
π
·
∫ −x
x

e−z
2

dz (3.13)

In case of the time (t) dependent simulation for transient SCLC, all discussed equations

are considered as time dependent. Additionally, the displacement current ( ~Jdis) equation

is used [152] (Equ. 3.14).

~jdis = ε · δ
~F

δt
(3.14)

3.2 Device parameters

Here, hole only devices with different thicknesses d are simulated. The energetic differ-

ence of the HOMO level to the vacuum level is irrelevant. The energetic distance to the

LUMO level is set to a typical value of 2 eV, which defines the position of the Fermi

level and therefore the intrinsic charge carrier density.

A basic device is defined, which considers as non-ideal parameters diffusion and the

charge carrier density dependent mobility by using the hopping mobility described in

chapter 2.1.2 as well as space charge regions at the contacts. In other aspects, the device
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Table 3.1: Characteristic values of the simulated basic device.

parameter value comment and references

εr 3 as a typical value for organic semi-
conductors [22, 29, 120, 153, 165,
180]

d 25 nm to 1µm with the values 50 nm, 100 nm,
300 nm and 500 nm in between

fatj 1011 Hz to 1013 Hz with the values 3 · 1011 Hz, 1012 Hz
and 3 · 1012 Hz in between [7, 10, 19,
66, 148, 156]

total DOS 1020 1
cm3 to 1021 1

cm3 with the value 5·1020 1
cm3 in between

[7, 8, 11, 131, 161, 165]

σ 0.1 eV [11, 89, 102, 111, 112, 145, 153]

γ 10−7 cm−1 [7, 8, 10, 156]

average F 0.01 kV
µm to 0.05 kV

µm with 0.01 kV
µm steps in between

HOMO 5 eV

LUMO 2 eV

is considered to be ideal. The characteristic values for the basic device are given in table

3.1. The simulated device has an area of 104
µm2 and all parameters and results are

normalized to this area, resulting in an area independent analyses. Examples for the

simulated steady state and transient SCLC of the basic device are shown in figures 2.3

and 2.5.

Simulations with other non-ideal parameters are done only for the transient SCLC,

as the steady state mobility is only used as a minimum reference value here. Figure 3.1

shows schematically the analyzed non-ideal parameters for the transient SCLC simula-

tion, which are described in the following:

1. The influence of a non-ideal voltage step (VS) is analyzed with the voltage ramp

v(t)(t) = aramp · t, where aramp = VS/trise is the slope of the ramp and trise the rise time.

2. The parallel resistance is simulated with a highly doped silicon parallel layer with

ohmic behavior.

3. For doping, a typical charge carrier density, caused by doping, with the concentration
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Device

HOMO
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VS

t
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parallel capacitance

doping

E
injection barrier built-in field

V = 0 V

Figure 3.1: Schematic presentation of non-ideal parameters analyzed with the simulation.

of 1016 1
cm3 is simulated [29, 93, 120, 153]. This is simulated by adding a homogeneously

distributed acceptor charge and an equal amount of free charge carriers. Generally,

doping is only relevant, if the doping concentration is similar to the amount of injected

charge carriers. Here, a doping concentration of 1015 1
cm3 has no influence as the amount

of injected charge carriers is significantly higher. A doping concentration of 1017 1
cm3

already shows ohmic behaviour, as the charge carrier density of the material dominates

compared to the injected amount.

4. The ejection electrode work function sets the built-in (energetic difference of the work

functions) field to 0.2 V, 0.5 V or 1 V.

5. By choosing lower work functions of the injection electrode, injection barriers (en-

ergetic difference of work function and HOMO level) of 0.1 eV, 0.3 eV and 0.5 eV are

considered.

6. For defining the serial resistance, it is multiplied with the device area. Using this

concept, the RC time constant for device charging becomes independent on the device

area. Here, the simulated values are: 7.5 Ωmm2, 75 Ωmm2, 1875 Ωmm2 and 3750 Ωmm2.

At the same time, a parasitic capacitance normalized to the device area of 13.33
pF

mm2

is assumed. This correlates to the possible parasitic capacitance in the developed mea-

surement circuit for transient SCLC.

From the simulated transient SCLC, the mobility µ is determined from the transient

peak with equation 2.27. Here, only the mobility from ttrans > 100 ns is considered.

Lower ttrans are not relevant in praxis, as they are not measurable considering the sample

charging. For identical fatj and F , µ is normalized to the value determined at d =

1 µm. A plot of this normalized µ(d) shows the influence of lower d on the determined

mobility. This approach is only usable if the considered parameter does not influence

the determined mobility at 1µm thickness compared to the basic device.
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For interpolation of the mobility data points depending on d (in µm), fatj (in Hz) and

average F (in kV
µm), the normalized mobility is fitted with equation 3.15 if possible. This

fit is only usable in the case of a constant trend, which can either be increasing or de-

creasing for lower thicknesses. It is not appropriate for the case of e. g. a maximum

mobility at a certain thickness. The variables Asimu, Bsimu and Csimu are the fit param-

eters. In case of steady state SCLC (for the basic device), the term considering fatj and

F is not considered. In the appendix 8.3.3, the algorithm used for determining the fit

parameters is described and the resulting parameters are given in table 8.8 (App. 8.3).

µnorm = 1 + Asimu ·
(

1− d

1 µm

Bsimu
)
·

 F

1
kV
µm

Csimu

ln
(
fatj

1 Hz

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

only trans. SCLC

(3.15)
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4 Materials and sample layout

This chapter introduces the materials and samples used for evaluation of the proposed

universal trap levels (Chap. 2.1.3). The measured materials are described in chapter 4.1.

The device structures for the SCLC and TSC measurements are discussed afterwards in

the chapters 4.2 and 4.3. In chapter 4.4, the production procedures for all samples are

describes, as the processes are partly identical for SCLC and TSC samples.

4.1 Materials under examination

For the investigation of the proposed universal trap levels (Chap. 2.1.3), three different

organic semiconducting polymers are analyzed in this thesis: Poly(3-hexylthiophene-

2,5-diyl) (P3HT from Hübler Group, TU Chemnitz) [100, 109, 117, 121, 124, 128],

Poly[2,6-(4,4-bis-(2-ethylhexyl)-4H-cyclopenta[2,1-b;3,4-b’]dithiophene)-alt-

4,7(2,1,3-benzothiadiazole)] (PCPDTBT from one Material) [70, 87, 100, 108, 109, 117,

176] and Poly[2-methoxy-5-(3’,7’-dimethyloctyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene]

(MDMO-PPV from Sigma Aldrich) [6, 65, 72, 100, 117, 125, 128]. The molecular and

structural formulas as well as HOMO and LUMO levels are given in table 8.2 in the

appendix (App. 8.2). All these materials are typically used e. g. within active layers of

LEDs and solar cells and therefore this is a good reference system.

Additionally, for validation purposes of the developed circuit for transient SCLC mea-

surements, 4,4’,4”-Tris[phenyl(m-tolyl)amino]triphenyl-amine (MTDATA from Sigma

Aldrich) is investigated by the SCLC methods (Chap. 2.3). MTDATA is a small molecule

that is well known from usage as hole injection or electron blocking layer [85, 91, 142,

145]. As the material is deposited by evaporation, a wide range of different layer thick-

nesses without changes in the microstructure is possible [27]. Consequently, MTDATA is

an ideal choice for the investigation of thickness dependent effects on the SCLC signals.

All materials are kept in nitrogen atmosphere and under yellow light to exclude envi-

ronmental influences on the materials.
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Figure 4.1: Sample layout for SCLC devices

4.2 Structure for SCLC samples

All SCLC devices are built on the same substrates, independent on the material. The

used ITO substrates are glass plates with a pre-structured indium tin oxide (ITO) layer

as shown in figure 8.1a in the appendix (App. 8.2) and are available from Naranjo BV.

The ITO is 180 nm thick and has a sheet resistance of 15 Ω
� . The active device area of

7.5 mm2 is defined by the overlap of the ITO bottom and the metal top contact (Fig. 4.1).

On one sample, six separate devices are realized named C1 to C6.

4.2.1 Hole only devices

Figure 4.2a shows the general device structure of the hole only SCLC devices in a cross

cut view. For injecting holes, a Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene sulfonate

(PEDOT:PSS, HIL-E100 from Haereus [40]) layer on top of ITO is used for all materials

[77, 89, 165]. In case of the MTDATA hole only devices, an Aluminum (Al) top metal-

lization is used. In this case, no additional electron blocking layer is necessary, as the

resulting energy barrier for electrons is 2.15 eV (Fig. 4.2b). Generally, an energy barrier

larger than 1 eV is considered as charge carrier blocking [145].

For the three polymers (P3HT, PCPDTBT, MDMO-PPV), this is not sufficient due

to lower LUMO levels (Fig. 4.4). Therefore, a thin layer of 4,4’-Cyclohexyl-idenebis[N,N-

bis(4-methylphenyl) benzenamine] (TAPC, Sigma Aldrich) is introduced on top of the

polymers as electron blocking layer (Fig. 4.2a). The top electrode is Nickel (Ni, 50 nm),

which results in an energy barrier of approximately 3 eV for electrons. The Ni layer

is covered with a 300 nm Al layer to increase the conductivity of the metallization, as

depositing thick Ni layers is challenging as discussed in chapter 4.4.
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4.2.2 Electron only devices

Figure 4.3a shows the device structure of electron only devices. Compared to the hole

only devices (Chap. 4.2.1), the top metallization is replaced by subsequent Calcium (Ca,

30 nm) and Al (300 nm) layers for electron injection (Fig. 4.4). In this case, Al protects

the Ca from oxidation and provides an increased conductivity compared to only 30 nm

Ca. The hole blocking layer is 30 nm 4,7-Diphenyl-1,10-phenanthroline (Bphen, Sigma

Aldrich) on top of ITO creating an energy barrier of 1.7 eV [85, 97, 142]. As this layer

would be damaged during the production process of the polymer layer (Chap. 4.4), a

5 nm thick layer of Aluminum-tris(8-hydroxychinolin) (Alq3, Sigma Aldrich) is added,

which protects the Bphen layer [3, 60, 142, 147, 169].

(a)

glass

ITO (160 nm)

PEDOT:PSS (40 nm)

organic semiconductor

[TAPC (30 nm)]

Ni (50 nm)/Al (300 nm)

VS

Ni/Al

(b)

E

[6, 108, 145]
ITO

PEDOT:PSS

MTDATA

Al

[6, 108]

4.8 eV

5.15 eV

3.66 eV

5,1 eV

2 eV

4.15 eV

Figure 4.2: (a) Structure of SCLC hole only devices (the TAPC layer is not used for MTDATA
diodes). The thickness of the organic semiconductor varies between 25 nm and
500 nm. (b) Energy alignment within the MTDATA hole only device. The literature
references for HOMO/ LUMO levels are in tables 8.2 and 8.3 in the appendix 8.2.

glass

ITO (160 nm)

Bphen (30 nm)

Alq3 (5 nm)

organic semiconductor

Ca (30 nm)/Al (300 nm)

VS

Ca/Al

Figure 4.3: Side view of the electron only SCLC device structure. The thickness of the organic
semiconductor varies between 25 nm and 500 nm.
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(a) P3HT: hole only device
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(b) P3HT: electron only device
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(c) PCPDTBT: hole only device
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(d) PCPDTBT: electron only device

E
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TAPC
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(e) MDMO-PPV: hole only device

E
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(f) MDMO-PPV: electron only device

Figure 4.4: Produced SCLC samples for investigating the polymers: unipolar devices of P3HT,
PCPDTBT and MDMO-PPV. The literature references for HOMO and LUMO
levels are given in tables 8.2 and 8.3 in the appendix 8.2. The literature reference
for the ITO work function is given in figure 4.2, for Nickel and Calcium it is [104,
152].

4.3 Structure of TSC samples

The classical TSC method (Chap. 2.2) is used in this thesis as a reference for the newly

introduced MIS-TSC method (Chap. 6.1). The diode structure measured with the classi-

cal TSC method and the metal insulator semiconductor (MIS) structure measured with

the MIS-TSC method are explained in the following.
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4.3.1 Diode structure

The diode structure has the same layout as the devices for SCLC measurements

(Chap. 4.2) with the difference that both contacts are injecting. The hole injecting

contact is a PEDOT:PSS layer as described in chapter 4.2.1. The electron injecting

contact is a Ca/Al top metallization, which is described in chapter 4.2.2. The organic

semiconductor is a 80 nm thick layer of the organic semiconductor P3HT (Sepiolid P200,

BASF). The total layer stack is from bottom to top: ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P3HT/Ca/Al.

4.3.2 Metal semiconductor insulator structure

In this chapter, the developed MIS structure for the MIS-TSC measurement is explained.

For all MIS samples, the substrate is a 1015 1
cm3 n-doped silicon wafer with a 200 nm

thick thermal oxide layer (SiO2). The silicon is contacted with an Aluminum layer on

the backside of the sample (Fig. 4.5a). On top of the SiO2, the organic semiconductor is

located in three smaller areas as shown in figure 4.5b. These areas are completely covered

by subsequent layers of silver (Ag, 100 nm) and Al (300 nm). Ag has a work function

of 4.3 eV [61], which is in between the HOMO and LUMO levels of the polymers under

investigation (Fig. 4.4), resulting in similar injection barriers (> 0.7 eV) for electrons and

holes. The Al is necessary as a protection layer for the Ag as the used silver epoxy for

contacting the devices, which is described in chapter 5.3, would dissolve the Ag layer.

For benchmarking the MIS-TSC, an additional layer of 0.5 nm Ca is introduced on

top of the SiO2 layer for passivation of surface trap states [20, 80, 155]. This increases

the comparability of the MIS-TSC with the classical TSC results as well as with liter-

ature data as discussed in chapter 6.2. For the investigation of the oxygen and water

traps (Chap. 2.1.3), the Ca layer is not used. As this analysis comparative between

samples with the same interfaces, a passivation is not necessary in this case.

4.4 Production procedures for samples

Before deposition of any layer, all substrates are cleaned subsequently in an ultrasonic

bath with acetone, soap (Mucasol, Sigma Aldrich ), twice distilled water, mixture of

isopropanol and acetone, ethanol and again twice distilled water. The detailed process

is described in table 8.4 in the appendix 8.2.
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Al (300 nm)

Ag (100 nm)
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Al (300 nm)
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(b)
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top metal

epoxy and
wire
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Figure 4.5: Sample layout for MIS-TSC measurements in (a) crosscut and (b) top view. The
layout results in three separate measurable devices.

4.4.1 Spin coating processes

In this chapter, the spin coating processes for the three polymers (P3HT, PCPDTBT

and MDMO-PPV) and for the contact material PEDOT:PSS is described. An overview

for the deposition processes and parameters for the deposition of PEDOT:PSS and the

polymers is given in the appendix 8.2 in tables 8.5, 8.6 and 8.7.

First, for PEDOT:PSS deposition, which is done in ambient atmosphere, the ITO sub-

strate is UV light- and ozone-treated at 110 ◦C for 15 minutes prior to further processing

[146]. The PEDOT:PSS solution HIL-E100 (Haereus) is diluted with twice distilled wa-

ter in the ratio of 1:1. This results in a 40 nm thick layer on the substrate with the

spin coating parameters 5 s (500 rpm) followed by 40 s (5000 rpm) at an acceleration of

5000
rpm

s .

Second, for deposition of the polymers, each one is dissolved in chlorobenzene with

the concentration 20
mg
ml

for PCPDTBT and P3HT and 5
mg
ml

for MDMO-PPV [108,

125, 135, 176]. For all materials, the solution was heated for 2 hours at 60 ◦C and then

dissolved further using a Vortex Genie 2 for 3 days. For deposition, the solution was

again heated to 60 ◦C. The following spin coating of the polymers was performed under

nitrogen atmosphere with a maximum Oxygen concentration of 30 ppm and maximum

water concentration of 5 ppm.

For the TSC samples, the spin coating was done with 50 µl solution and the parameters

40 s (1200 rpm) followed by 15 s (3000 rpm) at an acceleration of 120
rpm

s . The solution

dries at the low spin coating velocity and the faster velocity dries residual drops at the

edges. The resulting layer thicknesses are below 100 nm. For the structure shown in

figure 4.5b, material is wiped away with a cloth soaked with chlorobenzene.
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Table 4.1: Spincoating parameters for thick layers of P3HT and PCPDTBT used for SCLC
samples.

step velocity acceleration time explanation

1 200 rpm 120
rpm

s 10 s homogeneous distribution of solution

2 75 rpm 120
rpm

s 60 s
to
600 s

evaporation of solvent and consequently
increase of concentration; longer times re-
sult in thicker layers

3 200 rpm 120
rpm

s 30 s prohibits drying of solution at the edges

4 75 rpm 120
rpm

s 10 s mixing solution flowing back from the
sides with the middle to increase homo-
geneity

5 500 rpm 120
rpm

s 40 s actual drying of the solution

6 3000 rpm 1200
rpm

s 20 s drying of residual droplets of the solution

For SCLC samples, thicker films are required compared to TSC samples (Chap. 2.3).

To achieve this, higher concentrations of the solutions are necessary [74]. Unfortunately,

it is not possible to use solution with a higher concentration, as the viscosity gets too

high and the solution dries too fast for spreading it homogeneously on the substrate.

Therefore, a complex spin coating process is developed here, which increases the concen-

tration due to evaporation of chlorobenzene during the spin coating process explained in

the following. After spreading 50 µl of the solution over the sample, the spin coating is

directly started. The individual steps of the spin coating and their explanations are given

in table 4.1 for P3HT and PCPDTBT and table 4.2 for MDMO-PPV. The difference

in the processes result from the higher viscosity of the MDMO-PPV solution compared

to the P3HT and PCPDTBT solutions, which are similar to each other. With the vari-

able time step 2 (for P3HT and PCPDTBT) and 1 (for MDMO-PPV), different film

thicknesses can be achieved. Longer times and therefore higher concentrations result in

thicker layers. The layer thicknesses of each produced sample is measured individually

(Chap. 5.1). One exception from the described processes are MDMO-PPV layers which

are thinner than 50 nm. For these samples, the same process as for the TSC samples

was applied.
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Table 4.2: Spincoating parameters for thick layers of MDMO-PPV used for SCLC samples.

step velocity acceleration time explanation

1 75 rpm 120
rpm

s 180 s
to
480 s

evaporation of solvent and consequently
increase of concentration; longer times re-
sult in thicker layers

2 200 rpm 120
rpm

s 20 s intermediate step for slower increase of the
rotation velocity for more homogeneity

3 600 rpm 120
rpm

s 40 s actual drying of the solution

4 3000 rpm 1200
rpm

s 20 s drying of residual droplets of the solution

Table 4.3: Evaporation parameters of metals and small molecules.

material deposition rate maximum pressure

Ca 0.3 to 1.3 Å
s 6 · 10−6 mbar

Ca (passivation) below 0.1 Å
s 4 · 10−6 mbar

Al (first 30 nm) 0.5 to 2 Å
s 6 · 10−6 mbar

Al (remaining thickness) up to 50 Å
s 2 · 10−5 mbar

Ag 0.5 to 2 Å
s 6 · 10−6 mbar

Ni 0.2 to 1 Å
s 1 · 10−5 mbar

MTDATA 0.2 to 1.3 Å
s 2 · 10−6 mbar

TAPC, Bphen, Alq3 0.2 to 0.8 Å
s 2 · 10−6 mbar

4.4.2 Evaporation processes

For evaporation of any layer, the samples were moved from nitrogen atmosphere with

both water and oxygen below 1 ppm into the evaporation chamber. Small molecules and

metals were evaporated with the parameters shown in table 4.3. The film thicknesses

are measured in-situ with an oscillating crystal. The base pressure when starting the

evaporation process was in all cases 2 · 10−6 mbar or below.

In case of aluminum layers, it is crucial that the layer is closed for the protection of the

underlying layer as discussed in chapters 4.2 and 4.3. For this purpose, the first 30 nm

of the Al layer were evaporated slowly. Further thickness was achieved by much higher
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evaporation rates. The Ca passivation for benchmark MIS-TSC samples (Chap. 4.3.2)

was evaporated much slower than other Ca layers because of the low thickness of 0.5 nm.

For all metals evaporated here, Ni is the most difficult as it has the highest boiling point

which results in a low deposition rate.

The small molecules TAPC, Bphen and Alq3 for blocking layers are evaporated all

with the same parameters. In contrast, MTDATA was evaporated faster to deposit

thicker layers up to nearly 1µm within reasonable time scales.

4.4.3 Aging of semiconductors

For the investigation of the universal trap states, additional oxygen and water trap states

(Chap. 2.1.3) are introduced into the polymers (P3HT, PCPDTBT and MDMO-PPV).

For this purpose, different aging processes are done by exposing the samples to oxygen,

moist nitrogen and UV light as listed in table 4.4. This exposure was done after the

spin-coating of a polymer and before deposition of any subsequent layer.

The aging was done within an airtight chamber, which was loaded within nitrogen

atmosphere. Afterwards, the gases for aging are led into the box. For the UV light, the

LEDs 260018 from Optosource [58] are used in a distance of 0.5 cm above the treated

sample with a driving voltage of 3.5 A and current of 17 mA. After the aging process,

the samples are moved back into nitrogen atmosphere.

The gas exposure time of 2 hours is sufficient for saturation of the oxygen or water

concentration in the organic semiconductor [110, 143]. It is known that oxygen and water

diffuses out of the semiconductor in inert atmosphere and hence the caused degradation

is reversible [110, 114, 140, 178]. Thus, the samples are exposed to UV light (370 nm)

during the last 5 minutes of gas exposure [143]. This leads to photo oxidation and

creation of oxygen dependent functional groups [68, 101, 140, 161]. As a reference,

samples with only UV light treatment without oxygen or water exposure are produced.

Table 4.4: Aging processes for the polymers (P3HT, PCPDTBT, MDMO-PPV).

process description

UV light treatment 600 s UV light exposure
oxygen treatment 2 hours exposure to technical air (20.5 % oxygen and

79.5 % nitrogen) and subsequent 600 s UV light exposure
water treatment 2 hours exposure to moist nitrogen (moisture > 90 %)

and subsequent 600 s UV light exposure
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5 Measurement setups and procedures

For the evaluation of the polymers, the steady state and transient SCLC as well as TSC

signals were measured in this thesis. Because of the need for low RC time constant,

a circuit is developed, which is discussed in chapter 6.3. The standard measurement

setups are described in the following.

5.1 Thickness measurement

The profilometer Ambios XP-100 is used for measuring surface profiles. For the thickness

measurement of deposited organic layers, scratches are made into the layers. These

scratches are located in between the metal top contacts. The profiles are measured

at 12 points for determination of the depth of these scratches. As the thicknesses of

PEDOT:PSS, TAPC, Bphen and Alq3 are known from the evaporation (Chap. 4.4.2),

the corresponding values are subtracted from the measured thickness.

5.2 Current- and capacitance-voltage measurements

The SCLC in the steady state is measured with a parameter analyzer 4200-SCS from

Keithley. The samples are contacted with spring contacts inside a nitrogen filled cham-

ber. Current-voltage (IV) curves were measured for each sample beginning at 0 V with

a sweeping mode and a total measurement time of at least 60 s. This relatively slow

measurement for IV curves is necessary, as the current through organic semiconductors

reaches the steady state slowly [22]. The maximum voltage differs for each sample, as the

maximum tolerable voltage without breaking the sample depends on the film thickness.

Using the same parameter analyzer, capacitance-voltage (CV) curves are measured for

evaluation of the Calcium passivation used in the MIS-TSC device structure (Chap. 4.3.2).

For this purpose, a 50 kHz and 50 mV excitation is applied in the bias voltage range -30 V

to 30 V. The CV signals were independent on the used frequency in the range 10 kHz to

100 kHz. Thus, only the results from applying 50 kHz are used here.
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Figure 5.1: Setup for the TSC measurements.

5.3 TSC setup

The setup (Fig. 5.1) for the TSC measurements consists of a contact gas (Helium, He)

cryostat (model CCS-500/204N, Janis Research), a temperature controller (Lakeshore

model 336) and an electrometer (Keithley model 6517B).

The sample under test is transferred without air exposure into the cryostat with a

transfer chamber which is loaded within nitrogen atmosphere. For the electrical contact,

wires are glued on top of the contacts with the silver epoxy EPO-TEK H21D (Epoxy

Technology) [41]. The samples are heated for 720 s at 130 ◦C for hardening the epoxy.

In the cryostat, the temperature is set by two heaters, while the cold head (CH-

204SFF-N, Sumitomo) provides constant cooling. One sensor near the sample and an-

other one within the cold head measure the temperature. The temperature of the cold

head is always set 2 K below the temperature of the other sensor. This sensor is in

metallic contact to the device under test, which provides low thermal resistance. Thus,

the temperature measured by this sensor is used for the interpretation of the data.

For the TSC measurement procedure as described in chapter 2.2, the device under test

is charged by the voltage source of the electrometer. During the measurement, this source

is externally, by changing wires, and internally disconnected from the measurement

circuit. This reduces the noise level of the TSC signal. For further reduction of the noise

level, the outer conductor of the coaxial wires, common potential of the measurement

loop and all enclosures are connected to the same mass potential.
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The parameters for the enveloping and fractional TSC measurements, as described

in chapter 2.2, are given in table 5.1. For the fractional measurement, the effective

temperature step width is 20 K. The heating rates and the cool down processes are

identical for enveloping and fractional measurements.

Table 5.1: Parameters for TSC measurements as they are described in chapter 2.2.

parameter value

∆t1 600 s

∆t1 600 s

Vch -3 V

time for extracting excess
charge

1800 s

β (cool down) 0.05 K
s

β (heating) 0.02 K
s

∆tf1 300 s

∆tf2 600 s

∆tf3 900 s (for benchmarking) and 2800 s
(for universal trap analysis)

T2 T1 + 50 K

T2 T3 + 20 K
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6 Results

In this thesis, the recently discussed universal trap states in organic semiconductors are

investigated [111, 183] (Chap. 2.1.3). For this purpose, the trap distribution and charge

carrier mobility is determined for three different polymers (Chap. 4.1) in dependence on

controlled aging (Chap. 4.4.3). The trap distribution of the materials is analyzed with

TSC measurements (Chap. 2.2) and the mobility is measured with the steady state and

transient SCLC method (Chap. 2.3).

6.1 Thermally stimulated current method for unipolar

measurements

The classical TSC method as described in chapter 2.2 has the advantage of a direct

access to the activation energy Ea of trapped charge carriers, which is assigned to the

energetic trap depth. However, the measurement of a bipolar diode is a significant dis-

advantage, as the separate determination of electron and hole trap states is not possible

[63]. Furthermore, classical TSC approaches are utilizing the device built-in field for

charge extraction, which leads to special requirements for the contact materials. Addi-

tionally, recombination of complementary charge carriers is possible, which falsifies the

trap depth and distribution information [14, 17].

Consequently, for the determination of the unipolar trap distribution required in this

thesis, the classical TSC method is not suitable due to the bipolar nature of the results.

This challenge is solved by a modification the classical method, as described in the next

chapter (Chap. 6.1.1).

6.1.1 MIS-TSC method

The modification of the classical TSC method for unipolar measurement is introduced

in this chapter. Here, the diode used for the classical TSC method as described in

chapter 2.2 is replaced by a metal-insulator-semiconductor (MIS) structure [132]. This
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modification allows for unipolar trap occupation by choosing the polarity of the electric

field during the electrical charging process. Consequently, this modification avoids re-

combination and bipolar contributions. Instead of being dependent on the built-in field

for the charge extraction, the charge extraction is driven by the electric field introduced

into the device by the trapped charges.

The sequence of the enveloping measurement is shown in figure 6.1. Principally, the

enveloping and fractional measurement procedure for the MIS-TSC method is identical

to the case of classical TSC (Chap. 2.2). Here, the charging voltage Vch < 0 charges the

semiconductor with holes and Vch > 0 with electrons. Additionally to the constant Vch,

an oscillating charging voltage vch(t) (Equ. 6.1) is tested in this thesis. With vch(t), the

trap occupation probability can be increased as discussed later in chapter 6.2.5. Here,

Aamp is the amplitude of the oscillation and ω the angular frequency.

vch(t) = ±Vch + Aamp · sin(ωt) (6.1)

The charging mechanism and the extraction of trapped charge carriers are described

in the following in chapters 6.1.2 and 6.1.3, respectively.

6.1.2 How trap states are filled during charging

The measurable TSC is strongly dependent on the effectiveness of the charging proce-

dure, as it is the case for the classical TSC (Chap. 2.2.2). In contrast to a diode, there

is no constant current through a MIS device by applying Vch because of the insulating

layer. For the case of maximum charge accumulation in this capacitor structure, the
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introduced charge will accumulate at the semiconductor/ insulator interface. Conse-

quently, the maximum charge Qmax,MIS is defined by the insulator capacitance. The

maximum charge per area (Equ. 6.2) is defined by the break down voltage of the insula-

tor, the thickness d and the specific permittivity εr of the insulator.

Qmax,MIS =
ε0εr
d
· Vch (6.2)

The occupation of trap states is dependent on the equilibrium between free and

trapped charge carriers as discussed for the diode in chapter 2.2.2. By charging with

a constant Vch, the inhomogeneous charge distribution due to accumulation at the in-

sulator interface may result in inhomogeneous trap occupation with lower occupation

density in the bulk, which may falsify the trap distribution information. To increase the

occupation of bulk trap states, the oscillating voltage vch(t) can be applied (Chap. 6.1.1).

A permanent charging and discharging current through the bulk is generated, which has

a similar effect as the current through the diode structure for classical TSC. However,

due to higher charge carrier density in the MIS structure compared to the diode, which

is caused by higher Vch, a higher trap filling probability for the MIS device is possible.

6.1.3 Heating procedure and measuring the TSC

The heating procedure is identical with the classical TSC method and the thermally

excited charge carriers result in the TSC. Consequently, the same analysis with equa-

tion 2.7 is possible for the MIS structure as described in chapter 2.2.3.

As for the diode, the device under test is in a short circuit during the heating pro-

cedure, but the charge carrier extraction mechanism is different for the MIS-TSC. An

electric field is introduced into the MIS devices by the trapped and free excess charge

which causes the discharging. This discharging depends on the temperature dependent

ejection RC time constant τe, which is primarily defined by the insulator capacitance

and the semiconductor conductivity. As the mobility increases with the temperature

(Chap. 2.1.2), the conductivity increases with the temperature, too.

The injection of complementary charge carriers and consequently unintentional re-

combination needs consideration. This can be avoided by a charge carrier injection time

constant τi >> τe. Also, τi has to be large in comparison to the total measurement

duration. This can be achieved with an adequate contact metal with a work function in

the middle of HOMO and LUMO resulting in a large injection but no ejection barrier.
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6.1.4 Measurement procedure for determining trap distributions

As mentioned in chapter 6.1.1, the general measurement procedure for the MIS-TSC

method is identical to the classical method described in chapter 5.3. The process param-

eters for the MIS-TSC measurement are generally the same as for the classical method

given in table 5.1. The change of some parameters for different experiments done in this

thesis are described in the following.

First, for benchmarking the MIS-TSC method, a constant charging voltage of

Vch = 50 V for electrons and Vch = −50 V for holes is applied. Other parameters as they

are described in chapter 5.3 are the same as for the classical method, apart from the

heating rate β = 0.015 K
s . This lower β is possible due to the low noise level (Chap. 6.2.1)

of the MIS-TSC method and increases the resolution of eventual overlapping TSC peaks.

Second, the effectiveness of different charging procedures is investigated in this thesis.

For this purpose, the same procedure as described above is used, but with different |Vch|
(20 V, 35 V, 50 V). Additionally, the use of an oscillating voltage with a constant bias is

investigated with vch(t) = ±40 V, Aamp = 10 V and ω = 0.005 Hz · 2π. In this case, the

fastest possible cooling with 0.07 K
s , ∆t1 = 1200 s and ∆t2 = 2000 s is used.

Third, for the investigation of the oxygen and water traps, the charging process using

vch(t) is applied and a heating rate of 0.03 K
s as well as ∆tf2 = 2800 s.

The energetic trap depth distribution is determined with the fractional method

(Chap. 2.2.4). Generally, for all fractional measurements, the same charging procedures

and β are used as for the corresponding enveloping measurements.

6.2 Verification of the MIS TSC principle

As the MIS-TSC method is a newly developed technique, the proof of principle for this

method is shown in the following. For this purpose, influences resulting from the sample

structure have to be analyzed. These can be charge carrier trapping within the substrate

(within the n-Si or its interfaces), causing additional TSC signals or thermally stimulated

depolarization current (TSDC) [162] caused by polarization of the isolating SiO2.

6.2.1 Analyzing substrate influences

For the purpose of analyzing substrate influences, a reference sample was built using a

Si/SiO2 substrate and the described contact metallization only (Chap. 4.3.2). Figure 6.2

shows the TSC signal of this sample with and without charging. Both signals are iden-
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Figure 6.2: MIS-TSC measurement of a Al/n-Si/SiO2/Ag device with A = 16.25 mm2.

tical in the 0.2 pA range which is within the noise level. In comparison to TSC signals

of about 1 pA, there is a neglectable influence of charge trapping in the substrate and

its interfaces. Furthermore, no TSDC contribution is visible.

The signals in figure 6.2 proof low leakage currents due to the high serial resistance

of the MIS substrate. For the classical TSC method, the leakage current through the

diode is in the range of several pA. Generally, leakage currents are caused by the burden

voltage of the used electrometer (up to 100 µV), which also influences the TSC [84,

113, 167]. Therefore, precise measurements in the sub pA-range are possible with the

MIS-TSC method.

6.2.2 Benchmarking the MIS-TSC method in comparison to the

classical TSC method

In this chapter, the MIS-TSC method is compared to the classical TSC method. The

measurement procedures are explained in chapters 5.3 for classical TSC and in chap-

ter 6.1.4 for the MIS-TSC. As a benchmark, a classical TSC measurement of a P3HT

diode (Chap. 4.3.1) is shown in figure 6.3a and discussed in the following. The current

without sample charging ITSC,without (red dash/dotted line) is the consequence of the

burden voltage of the electrometer and the temperature dependent low serial resistance

of the device, thus changing with T [138]. The current with charging ITSC,with (dark gray

dotted line) is the superposition of ITSC,without and the actual TSC signal ITSC , which

can be determined by equation 6.3 (solid blue line). For the comparison to the MIS-TSC

measurement, the TSC signals are normalized to the active volume of the samples to

account for different electrode areas and film thicknesses.

ITSC = ITSC,with − ITSC,without (6.3)
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Figure 6.3: (a) Classical TSC measurement and (b) MIS-TSC measurement of P3HT.

Because of this correction, the measurement artifacts of ITSC,without cause false peaks in

the determined ITSC , as indicated by the gray arrows in figure 6.3a. However, the peaks

of ITSC at 150 K and 260 K are well in line with literature data. Yu et al. also found peaks

at 170 K and 300 K, which they related to hole trap states [178]. In agreement, Souza

et al. found a TSC peak between 170K and 220K, depending on a heating treatment

of P3HT [149]. The lower peak positions in this thesis are caused by a lower heating

rate. Yu et al. showed a peak at 220 K for PEDOT:PSS, which falsifies the TSC signal

of P3HT in the range between 150 K and 260 K. Again, the peak position at a higher

temperature is caused by a higher heating rate. Both contributions used a heating rate

of β = 0.1 K
s compared to β = 0.015 K

s in this thesis.

Figure 6.3b illustrates the result of the MIS-TSC measurement of a P3HT MIS sample

as it is described in chapter 4.3.2, which is comparable to the classical TSC measurement

discussed before. Here, separate electron (IMIS−TSC,with(e−)) and hole (IMIS−TSC,with(h+))

signal are shown, in both cases without and with charging. The measurements with-

out charging (IMIS−TSC,without(e−) and IMIS−TSC,without(h+)) show the leakage currents,

caused by the burden voltage. Compared to the signals with charging, IMIS−TSC,with(h+)

and IMIS−TSC,with(e−), the leakage currents are neglectable proofing the low noise level

discussed in chapter 6.2.1. Thus, a correction as discussed for the classical TSC mea-

surement is not required. Consequently, IMIS−TSC,with(h+) and IMIS−TSC,with(e−) originate

from trap states within the P3HT, either from bulk or interface states. As the results

for the hole and electron measurements are completely different, a polarization of P3HT

is not present. This is confirmed by Yu et al., as they showed that polarization effects

for P3HT are only relevant at temperatures far above 300 K [178].

The pronounced peaks originating from hole trap states (IMIS−TSC,with(h+), dark-red

dash/dotted line) at 140 K and 300 K are in line with the peaks of ITSC in figure 6.3a
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and confirms the interpretation of Yu et al. as hole related trap states [178]. The

electron only TSC (IMIS−TSC,with(e−), dark-blue solid line) demonstrates a wide peak at

270 K. Here, a possible explanation for this peak are interface states such as hydroxyl

groups [30]. For a better comparability of the classical TSC and MIS-TSC signals,

the bipolar MIS-TSC signal (IMIS−TSC,bipolar, gray dashed line in both figures 6.3a and

b) is calculated by assuming a recombination probability of 1 (Equ. 6.4). This means,

simultaneously excited holes and electrons recombine before they are extracted from the

device.

IMIS−TSC,bipolar = IMIS−TSC,with(e−) + IMIS−TSC,with(h+) (6.4)

Considering figure 6.3a, a good match of peak positions of IMIS−TSC,bipolar and ITSC is

evident. The slight difference in peak positions can be explained by the higher β chosen

for the classical TSC. The lower IMIS−TSC,bipolar compared to ITSC is a result of the

burden voltage. An applied voltage on a diode during the classical TSC measurement

results in a higher conductivity, originating from a higher charge carrier concentration

and possibly a higher charge carrier mobility [17, 138, 177]. Thus, the TSC signal

is increased. The absence of the elevated current level between 170 K and 270 K in

IMIS−TSC,bipolar is expected, as no PEDOT:PSS was used in the MIS device [178].

The comparison between classical TSC and MIS-TSC showed, that in both cases

similar TSC peaks are measurable. In comparison, the MIS-TSC signal shows much

less unwanted contributions like leakage current or measurement artifacts. Furthermore,

trap states can be measured unipolar with the MIS-TSC method, which is crucial for

analyzing the oxygen and water dependent trap states in this thesis. For determining

a trap level distribution, which is essential in case of several occurring trap levels, the

fractional TSC method is applied as described in the next chapter.

6.2.3 Calcium passivation of SiO2

In case of MIS-TSC measurements, it is unclear whether trap states are located at

the semiconductor/ dielectric interface of in the semiconductor bulk. To reduce known

interface trap states, such as hydroxyl groups, thus increasing the comparability to

literature data, a calcium passivation is used for the benchmark measurements. The

effect of this passivation is investigated with a capacitance-voltage (CV) measurement

shown in figure 6.4 with the measurement procedure described in chapter 5.2.
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Figure 6.4: Voltage dependent capacitance measurement of a MIS device with and without Ca
surface passivation as well as of the reference device without semiconductor as used
in chapter 6.2.1.

The substrate reference is a CV measurement of only the substrate without a semi-

conductor as used for the substrate analysis in chapter 6.2.1. The theoretical maximum

is the calculated capacitance of the SiO2 and the theoretical minimum capacitance, as-

sumes the organic semiconductor to be an insulator. Furthermore, CV measurements of

P3HT MIS samples with and without Ca passivation of the SiO2 are shown. For these

curves, the capacitance contribution of metal contacts directly in contact with SiO2 is

subtracted from the measurements, using the substrate reference measurement.

The capacitance decrease for Vch > 0 (electron accumulation) of 10 % is the same

for all three samples. This is caused by a space charge region in the n-Si substrate,

increasing the thickness of the capacitance. The measured capacitance of both MIS

devices is significantly lower than the substrate reference and the theoretical minimum.

This can only be explained by trapped charge carriers within the P3HT. The extraction

of this charge is not fast enough to follow the applied frequency.

There is a slight increase of the capacitance due to the passivation indicating successful

passivation of hydroxyl groups [5, 20]. However, other defect states can be introduced

by the calcium as discussed by Zhu et al. [181]. The large difference to the substrate

reference can also be caused by bulk defect states, which are not influenced by interface

passivation. In this case, interface trap states would be not relevant for the MIS-TSC

analysis.

6.2.4 Fractional MIS-TSC

For the investigation of the energetic electron and hole trap level distribution, the frac-

tional MIS-TSC method is used with the measurement procedure described in chap-

ter 6.1.4. Figure 6.5 shows the fractional signals for electron and hole measurements as
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Figure 6.5: Fractional MIS-TSC measurements for (a) electrons and (b) holes are shown. The
dashed lines are the corresponding enveloping measurements. The red dashed cir-
cles mark example ranges, where the signal during the cool down is larger than
during the heating sequence.

well as the enveloping signals from figure 6.3 (dashed gray lines) for comparison.

Normally, the current maximum of fractional signals should be lower than the en-

veloping curve. This is caused by the waiting time ∆tf2 at the maximum temperature

of each temperature sequence (Chap. 2.2.4). During ∆tf2, additional charge carriers

are extracted compared to the enveloping measurement causing the lower peak current.

Here, this relation is true for electrons, but not for holes. The reason for this is the higher

β for the fractional measurement (Chap. 6.1.4), which is applied to get a better signal

to noise ratio. In case of electrons, the lower mobility compared to holes causes slow

charge extraction and thus a low current peak. In contrast, the faster hole extraction

causes the increased current peaks.

Occasionally, for a single temperature step, the current signal during cool down is

larger than compared to the heating sequence, marked by the red dashed circle lines.

This effect is caused by too slow charge extraction due to a low mobility or retrapping.

This means, the waiting time ∆tf2 is too short for complete charge extraction at the

maximum temperature of each fractional step. However, as the current returns to zero

at the beginning of each step, full charge extraction for the previous Ea level is achieved

and therefore, there is no negative impact on the measurement.

For the trap level distribution, the energetic trap depth and the amount of trap states

has to be calculated for every temperature step. The activation energy Ea, which is

assumed to be the energetic trap depth (Chap. 2.1.3), is determined with a linear re-

gression at the plot of ln(ITSC) over 1/T (Chap. 2.2.3). This is exemplarily shown in

figure 6.6a. The range is chosen by using the linear part of the curve at the initial rise,
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Figure 6.6: (a) Example plot for calculation of the activation energy. (b) Trap distribution
determined from figure 6.5.

where the signal rises above the noise level.

This manual method may be vague, especially, if the linear part of the signal is short

or includes measurement artifacts. For the estimation of the error the following method

is used. the range of the regression, which is used to calculated Ea, is moved by 1 K up

and down and Ea is calculated again. Additionally, the width of the regression range

is increased 2 K for both moved ranges to get two more values for Ea. The resulting

maximum deviation for Ea is chosen as the error.

The density of occupied trap states is calculated by integrating the current over time

as described in chapter 2.2.5. The error for the density results from the uncertainty of

the volume and current measurement.

For the approximation of the error caused by the current measurement and integration

over time, the total amount of trapped charged carriers for the fractional and enveloping

measurement can be compared. Ideally, the result from integrating both measurements

over the total measurement time should be equal for the case at hand. In case of holes,

it is 5.9 · 1016 1
cm3 for the enveloping and 7 · 1016 1

cm3 for the fractional method. This is

an 18 % deviation for the total density of occupied trap states. However, this deviation

is reduced if normalized to the amount of single fractional measurements, which is equal

to 14. The resulting average deviation for the density of occupied trap states is 1.3 %.

The uncertainty of the volume measurement results from thickness and area uncer-

tainties. The thickness is determined with profilometer measurements (Chap. 5.1), which

has generally a deviation of 10 % caused by surface roughness. The area is determined

by taking a picture of the whole sample. As the size of the substrate is known, the area

of the semiconductor can be measured with this picture. Because of the width of the

visible semiconductor edges, there is another 10 % uncertainty. The combined deviation
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of 20 % is much larger than the deviation caused by current integration. Consequently,

the latter can be neglected.

Figure 6.6b summarizes the densities of trapped charge carriers determined from the

fractional MIS-TSC measurements of figure 6.5.

In case of the hole trap density distribution, a maximum at 170 meV and 400 meV

is visible. The third peak at 500 meV is correlated with the maximum measured tem-

perature of 300 K. The electron trap distribution shows a peak below 50 meV. This

shallow trap level is not discussed in literature, probably because it is not visible using

the classical TSC approach as a consequence of recombination.

The major peak with a broad distribution is at 450 meV. This level can be explained

with the oxygen trap state at 600 meV discussed by Nicolai et al. [112] (Chap. 2.1.3).

The difference to the Nicolai-level is almost within the error bars shown here and also

explainable with the broad trap distribution.

With the MIS-TSC method it is not possible to determine if those defects are located

in the bulk or on the P3HT / dielectric interface. To investigate the interface influences,

a thorough analysis of different dielectric materials would be necessary. This aspect is

not important in this thesis, as the trap distribution of pristine and degraded samples

is compared, which have all the same interface. Consequently, the Calcium passiva-

tion (Chap. 6.2.3) is not used in the samples for the investigation of oxygen and water

dependent trap states.

However, the trap occupation probability at the interface and in the bulk is unknown.

This is important as the bulk trap states are essential for the correlation to the mobility.

A method for increasing the bulk trap occupation probability is discussed in the following

chapter 6.2.5

6.2.5 Dependence of TSC on the charging procedure

The total amount of trapped charge carriers (5.9 · 1016 1
cm3 for holes in chapter 6.2.4) is

significantly lower than the maximum density of introduced charge carriers

(1.25 · 1017 1
cm3 in case of an assumed homogeneously distributed charge density

(Chap. 6.1.2)) during the charging process. Thus, a complete filling of all trap states

is possible. However, as discussed in chapter 6.1.2, the inhomogeneous distribution of

charges may cause an incomplete trap filling of the bulk.

For the charging procedure with constant Vch as described in chapter 6.1.4, the amount

of charge carriers at the organic semiconductor/ SiO2 interface will increase with Vch. As

the sample is fully charged before cool down, the amount of charge carriers is constant at
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Figure 6.7: (a) Comparison of different Vch and (b) comparison of two measurements before
and after a 10 days long measurement sequence.

the interface during the charging procedure. An increased amount of charge carriers at

the interface will cause higher diffusion currents and thus offers the possibility of higher

bulk trap occupation.

Figure 6.7a shows MIS-TSC signals measured with different Vch (20 V, 35 V, 50 V).

In case of holes, the TSC is similar for 35 V and 50 V. Thus, a saturation is reached

and a complete trap filling is assumed. For Vch = 20 V, the TSC is lower and therefore,

no complete filling is reached. Considering the electron signals in figure 6.7a, a larger

dependency on Vch is visible. At Vch = 20 V, almost no trap states are filled. Possible

explanations for this is the lower mobility of electrons compared to holes (Chap. 2.1.3),

thus diffusion is less efficient because the diffusion coefficient is correlated to the mobility

by the Einstein relation (Equ. 3.6). A further reason for the higher dependence on Vch for

the electron TSC might be the formation of space charge in the n-Si and thus capacitance

reduction (Chap. 6.2.3). In agreement to the hole measurements, the most efficient filling

is accomplished at the highest voltage of Vch = 50 V. The higher TSC of Vch = 35 V

at around 220 K is caused by retrapping. As less trap states are filled for Vch = 35 V

compared to Vch = 50 V, the free trap states cause a slower charge extraction by trapping

and thus a shift of the signal to higher temperature.

Differences of the discussed signals may also be caused by aging, as the measurement

duration for two curves is approximately 1 day. This aspect is analyzed with repeated

measurements for both electron and hole trap states 10 days later (Fig. 6.7b). In be-

tween, the other measurements for evaluation of the charging process were done (fig. 6.7

and 6.8). Figure 6.7b substantiates neglectable aging influences as both signals are

almost identical.

The low bulk occupation probability with constant Vch can be increased by introducing
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Figure 6.8: (a) Comparison of Vch and vch(t). (b) Comparison of using vch(t) only at low
temperature and during cool down.

drift currents. For this purpose, a slow oscillation of the charging voltage (vch(t)) during

cool down can be applied (Chap. 6.1.4). This is shown in comparison to the measurement

with Vch = 50 V in figure 6.8a. For both, electrons and holes, an even higher TSC is

visible, substantiating a more efficient trap filling for both carrier types. Especially

trap states located far away from the interface to SiO2 are more likely occupied by this

charging method as the charge carrier density caused by diffusion reduces strongly with

the distance to the interface.

Principally, trap filling is also possible at low temperatures. If the trap filling with

vch(t) has a similar efficiency if performed at a constant low temperature is investigated

in figure 6.8b. In the case of trap filling at low temperature, a considerably lower TSC

signal is visible, especially for deep trap levels. As the mobility generally decreases

with temperature (Chap. 2.1.2), the filling of trap states becomes less efficient at low

temperatures, as discussed in chapter 2.2.2. Probably, with a longer charging time, the

TSC becomes independent on whether vch(t) is applied at low temperature or during

cool down.

In conclusion, using vch(t) during cool down is the most efficient charging process for

bulk trap filling. Consequently, this process is used for the measurements analyzing

oxygen and water dependent trap states.

6.3 Transient SCLC measurement circuit

In this thesis, the transient SCLC method as described in chapter 2.3.2 is used for

determining the charge carrier mobility of organic semiconductors. The advantage of

this method is the measurement direction of the current perpendicular to the thin film
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plane, which is the current direction of typical device architectures, e. g. OLEDs or

solar cells. Comparable to such devices, high current densities are required for this

measurement method. As the mobility dependents on the charge carrier density, the

resulting mobility is a relevant material characteristic. Furthermore, the precision of

this method is higher compared to the steady state SCLC method, which is analyzed in

chapter 6.5.

However, a major drawback for transient SCLC is the need for a very low RC time

constant for charging the device. For quantifying this challenge, a device with the

following typical parameters is assumed: d = 150 nm, A = 2 mm2, εr = 3 and µ0 =

10−4 cm2

Vs . With a step voltage of 5 V, a transit time of 360 ns results from equation 2.27.

The RC time constant for this device with a serial resistance of 100 Ω and the capacitance

calculated with equation 2.18 is 33 ns. Szymanski et al. [154] showed that the transit

time has to be at least 10 times larger than the RC time constant. Consequently, the

assumed device would be on the edge of the measurement range while devices with higher

mobility or lower film thickness are not measurable. For a larger range, a reduction of

the RC time constant is necessary.

Apart from the device RC time constant, the measurement setup may have a large

influence. Serial resistances and parasitic capacitances will increase the effective RC

time constant. Consequently, this makes the use of a standard pulse generator with a

typical 50 Ω output resistance difficult. Additionally, the length of wires has to be as

short as possible and the use of coaxial cables results in a high parasitic capacitance.

Furthermore, the input capacitance and resistance of current measurement devices has

to be considered, as well as the resistance and capacitance of the device under test

contact metallization. In conclusion, the total RC time consisting of device charging

and setup influences has to be reduced.

First, the device under test is considered for improving the total RC time. The sam-

ple capacitance can only be reduced by a smaller device area, as the film thickness is

technologically limited (Chap. 4.4.1). However, the device area is limited by an increase

in sample resistance and a consequent current signal reduction. Consequently, the mea-

surement becomes more challenging in respect to the noise level. Furthermore, influences

of device edges like spreading of the electrical field become more prominent with smaller

areas. Thus, this concept of device capacitance reduction is not used in this thesis.

Minimizing the mostly setup dependent serial resistance is crucial for improving the

minimum measurable transit time. There are approaches for solving this challenge,

such as using bridge circuits [28, 89, 154] or an operational amplifier used as a trans-
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Figure 6.9: Simplified circuit for the transient SCLC measurement divided into three parts:
step generation (Fig. 6.11), sample (Fig. 6.12) and current measurement (Fig. 6.13)
[133].

impedance amplifier [154]. However, bridge circuits require a calibration for every new

sample and trans-impedance amplifiers directly influence the SCLC signal, limiting the

usefulness of the measurement [28, 154].

For quantifying the necessary voltage range for a measurement setup usable for a wide

range of materials, the following example calculations are done. For the device described

above, a current of 4.4 mA can be expected (Equ. 2.17). In case of a significantly lower

mobility of 10−6 cm2

Vs , the current would be in the range of a fewµA. Furthermore, as

I ∝ d−3, the current increases strongly with thinner layers. If possible, measuring a thick

layer is preferable as there are less non-ideal influences. To generate the same average

electrical field strength compared to the 150 nm thick device at 5 V, 30 V are necessary

for a 1µm thick devise.

Here, a transient SCLC measurement circuit is introduced in figure 6.9 [133], which

allows for a low RC time constant even for thin semiconductor layers. Furthermore, the

circuit meets the requirements of current and voltage range.

The circuit consists of three parts: voltage puls generation, sample connection and

current measurement. The magnitude of the applied voltage step is set by the supply

voltage VS, which is stabilized by the capacitance CS. In series to the voltage step

generating switch, there is the sample and the measurement resistance Rm. The voltage

over Rm is amplified by an amplification circuit using an operational amplifier (op. amp.).

The amplification factor is set by choosing the resistance R1 and the resulting voltage

vampl(t) is measured over time. The detailed function and layout of all three circuit parts

is explained in the following chapters.

This circuit is implemented on a single printed circuit board (PCB) and positioned

into an electromagnetically shielded box (Fig. 6.10). The resulting short wire length
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Figure 6.10: Picture of the transient SCLC measurement setup. The oscilloscope is the model
UTD2052 from UNI-Trend.

and shielding reduces the influence of the environment. Furthermore, a pure nitrogen

atmosphere can be ensured in this box and the sample loading can be done in nitrogen

atmosphere within a glove box. The measurement circuit is manually controlled with

an additional external box (App. 8.4).

The circuit and PCB layout is shown in the appendix 8.4. There, all devices used in

the circuit are listed and the controls are described.

6.3.1 Details of the voltage step generation circuit part

Figure 6.11 illustrates the circuit part (Fig. 6.9) generating the voltage step. The voltage

stabilizing CS consists of an electrolyte (CP,e = 100µF), a foil (CP,f = 220 nF) and a

ceramic capacitor (CP,c = 470 nF). This prohibits oscillations of VS as the combination

allows for a high total capacitance and simultaneously fast response time. The parallel

resistor to CS with Rdch1 = 5.36 MΩ enables CS to discharge when VS is turned off.

The voltage step is generated by switching the transistor TPULS (55 ns rise time [44],

IRFR9024NPBF, Infineon Technologies). To accomplish a wide voltage range of 3.5 V

to 50 V, the gate potential of TPULS is coupled to VS. The transistor is switched on if

the gate-source voltage is larger than 3.5 V (minimum of VS), which is accomplished by

applying 15 V to the gate of the transistor T20 by using a manual switch. With this, the

gate of TPULS is set to ground potential and the load current on this branch is limited

by the resistance Rstep = 1 kΩ. As the gate source voltage of TPULS is limited to 20 V

[44], which is guaranteed by the Zener diode ZS, a second transistor circuit is used for

VS > 20 V. By applying 15 V to the gate of the transistor T50, the voltage divider with

the resistors Rstep and R50 = 1.5 kΩ keeps the gate source voltage below 20 V.
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Figure 6.12: Circuit part: device connection in the circuit shown in figure 6.9. Every device
(C1 to C6 (Fig. 4.1)) of the sample is connected to a changeover switch (COS) and
each COS consist of two optocouplers (OC). When one OC is turned on and the
other off, the device is either in shortcut with the bottom contact or it is measured.
A mechanical intermediate switch (mis) allows for inverting the applied voltage
and therefore, the measurement direction.

6.3.2 Details of the sample connection circuit part

Here, the connections to the device under test are described (Fig. 6.12). For these

connections, spring contacts (SC) are used for each metal pad of the sample. As the

samples have six devices (Chap. 4.2), there have to be switches to choose any contact

of those. To avoid parasitic capacitances, each device which is not measured is put
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into a short circuit with the bottom contact. For low input capacitances of the switches,

optocouplers (AQY212EHA, Panasonic) with naturally low capacitance (0.8 pF) and low

on-state resistances (0.85 Ω) are used [43]. The optocouplers are controlled by manually

applied voltages. This setup allows for the parallel measurement of several devices,

which can be used in case the current of one device is too low for the measurement.

With the manual intermediate switch (mis), the direction of the voltage at the devices

can be chosen in either direction.

6.3.3 Details of the current measurement circuit part

The circuit part in figure 6.13 is responsible for measuring the current. The voltage vm(t)

over Rm is amplified by the op. amp. (LM6171, Texas Instruments [45]), which decou-

ples the oscilloscope from the current signal. This allows for a low Rm and makes the

influence of the amplification circuit on the current signal neglectable. The measurement

resistance Rm can be chosen to be either 10 Ω or 300 Ω. Here, the same optocouplers

as in chapter 6.3.2 are used to choose Rm and to reduce parasitic capacitances and se-

rial resistances. The additional serial resistances to Rm including wiring and contact

metallization is 7 Ω.

Ideally, the amplification can be calculated with equation 6.5 [79]. To reduce back

coupling between the oscilloscope and the op. amp., which would cause oszillations, an

additional resistance Rosci = 300 Ω is set in between. The maximal allowed input voltage

(which is vampl(t) here) of the op. amp. is 15 V and is ensured by the Zener diode ZM.

vampl(t) =

(
1 +

R2

R1

)
·Rmess · i(t) (6.5)

By using Ohm’s law at Rm (Equ. 6.6), the analytical relation between the current

im(t) over Rm and vampl(t) is given by equation 6.7.

vm(t) = Rm · im(t) (6.6)
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vampl(t) =

(
1 +

R2

R1

)
· vm(t) =

(
1 +

R2

R1

)
Rm · im(t) (6.7)

There are 5 different selectable R1 by manually applying 12 V to the transistors Tampl:

infinite resistance by open clamps (→∞), 174 Ω, 34.8 Ω, 8.06 Ω and 2 Ω. In figure 6.13,

only two possible R1 are shown, two more identical circuit parts consisting of Tampl and

R1 are contacted in parallel. In combination with the two possible Rm, the measurable

current ranges shown in table 6.1 are accomplished. The minimum detectable current is

defined by the noise level of the oscilloscope, which is at 10µV and used for the minimum

im(t) in table 6.1. Close to the noise level, an average signal of several measurements is

necessary. For a measurement with a better signal to noise ratio, a higher amplification

should be chosen if possible. The maximum voltage for vampl(t) is 15 V, as that is the

maximum output voltage of the op. amp., defining the maximum im(t).

For calibration of this setup, a resistor in series with a parameter analyzer (Keithley

4200-SCS) is used instead of a sample. By using a linear regression, an exact relation

between current and vampl(t) is found (App. 8.4).
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Table 6.1: Current range for all amplifications of the transient SCLC circuit.

Rm R1 amplification
(Equ. 6.7)

minimum im(t) maximum im(t)

10 Ω →∞ 10 V
A 1 µA 500 mA

10 Ω 174 Ω 44.7 V
A 224 nA 330 mA

10 Ω 34.8 Ω 184 V
A 54.3 nA 81 mA

10 Ω 8.06 Ω 759 V
A 13.2 nA 20 mA

10 Ω 2 Ω 3030 V
A 3.3 nA 5.0 mA

300 Ω →∞ 300 V
A 33.3 nA 50 mA

300 Ω 174 Ω 1341 V
A 7.46 nA 11 mA

300 Ω 34.8 Ω 5520 V
A 1.81 nA 2.7 mA

300 Ω 8.06 Ω 22770 V
A 0.439 nA 0.66 mA

300 Ω 2 Ω 90900 V
A 0.11 nA 0.17 mA

6.4 Benchmarking of the transient SCLC circuit

For benchmarking the developed circuit for transient SCLC measurements described

in chapter 6.3, the hole mobility of MTDATA is measured as proof of principle. Fur-

thermore, the measurement limits are determined. The MTDATA sample structure is

described in chapter 4.2.1. Here, different thicknesses of the MTDATA layer are used:

76 nm, 123 nm, 253 nm, 322 nm, 642 nm and 904 nm.

6.4.1 Mobility from steady state SCLC

To validate the mobility determined by transient SCLC (Chap. 2.3.2), a reference mo-

bility value is needed. This reference is the mobility determined with the steady state

SCLC method (Chap. 2.3.1). For this purpose, the diode (JV) characteristics of the

devices under test are illustrated in figure 6.14 in double logarithmic form. The mea-

surement procedure is described in chapter 5.2. For thick samples (642nm and 904nm),

the determined gradient of the double logarithmic plots is approximately 2.3, which

marginally increases with high voltages because of the field dependence of the mobility

(Chap. 2.3.3). These samples can be considered as almost ideal. Thus, the steady state
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Figure 6.14: JV curves of MTDATA hole only devices with different film thicknesses of
MTDATA in double logarithmic plot. The gradient increases for thinner layers.

mobility determined with equation 2.17 is a valid approximation. For thinner layers,

the gradient of the JV-characteristic increases up to values of 5. As this is probably not

the influence of a different microstructure of MTDATA for varying film thicknesses, as

outlined in chapter 4.1, the influence of other non-ideal parameters is responsible. These

parameters can be e. g. the existence of an injection barrier or the influence of a built-in

field (Chap. 2.3.3) [1].

Despite a gradient larger than 2, equation 2.17 can be used to estimate a minimum

mobility (Chap. 2.3.3). This ideal equation generally describes the maximum possible

current for a device. In case of high influences of non-ideal parameters, the current will

decrease compared to the ideal value. Consequently, if the mobility is calculated with

this method, a too low value is determined.

The mobility values for the curves in figure 6.4.2 range from 2.5 · 10−5 cm2

Vs (for

d = 76 nm) to 1.4 · 10−4 cm2

Vs (for d = 904 nm) with assumed εr = 3 [22, 29].

6.4.2 Transient SCLC measurement procedure

For measuring the transient SCLC using the circuit outlined in chapter 6.3, a suitable

amplification has to be chosen for every VS. This means, that the amplified voltage

vampl(t) has to be in the measurement range of the oscilloscope. For measuring a single

transient SCLC curve, five measurement are done with the same setting. If the five curves

are similar to each other, an average curve of these five measurements is calculated.

Figure 6.15a illustrates an exemplary transient SCLC measurement of a 322 nm thick

MTDATA device for VS values ranging from 6 V to 14 V and Rm = 10 Ω. For VS =

6 V to 8 V, the amplification factor 759 V
A is used and for VS = 10 V to 14 V the factor
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Figure 6.15: (a) Transient SCLC measurement of a 322 nm thick MTDATA layer. Voltages 6 V

to 8 V are measured with high amplification of 759 V
A and voltages 10 V to 14 V

are measured with low amplification of 184 V
A. The inset shows the magnification

of the 10 V, 12 V and 14 V measurements with the oscillation of the operational
amplifier caused by low amplification (high band width). (b) Reference measure-
ment: Result without any sample connected to the circuit (open clamps). The
signal is almost the same for all voltages.

184 V
A. The vertical dashed lines indicate the positions of ttrans for each value of VS.

For VS = 6 V, there is a smooth peak visible in the transient signal, from which the

mobility can be calculated using equation 2.27. During the first 700 ns of the transient,

vampl(t) is in the oscilloscope compliance because of the high charging peak. This does

not influence the device current as discussed in chapter 6.3. The width of this charging

peak can be compared to the following theoretical estimation of the RC time constant

tRC . This constant can be calculated with the device capacitance (Equ. 6.8) with εr = 3

[22, 29], thickness d = 322 nm and area A = 7.5 mm2. With the serial resistance of 17 Ω

(Chap. 6.3.3), the result is tRC = 11 ns. After approximately 10 ·tRC = 110 ns, the charg-

ing peak should decline completely. In contrast, the measured charging peak is broader

than 700 ns. This broadening of the charging peak results from the low band width and

therefore slow response of the amplification circuit. Generally, the amplification factor

influences the band width of the amplification circuit. A high amplification causes a low

band width and vice versa [45].

Csamp = ε0 · εr ·
A

d
(6.8)

The amplification used for VS = 6 V works up to VS = 8 V. For VS > 8 V, the charging

peak starts to overlap the transient peak. Consequently, a lower amplification is neces-
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Figure 6.16: (a) Amplitude of the fast fourier transformation of the transient SCLC signals
from figure 6.15a. High voltages above 12 V show some peaks above a certain
frequency. The dots mark the cut off frequency for the FFT low pass filter used
for smoothed transient SCLC signals shown in (b). For estimation of the deviation
of this filtering a range of -20 % to +50 % (horizontal error bars) of the cut off
frequency is tested.

sary, which results in a higher bandwidth and faster respond time of the amplification

circuit. However, this causes an oscillation of the operational amplifier that overlaps the

actual signal, which is better visible in the inset of figure 6.15a.

In order to analyze the origin of the oscillations in more detail, the measurement shown

in figure 6.15a is repeated in open circuit conditions without a sample. This reference

measurement (Fig. 6.15b) shows a similar oscillation, which is almost independent on VS.

In the case of open clamps, the oscillation is caused by charging parasitic capacitances

within the circuit or by ground potential instability. By subtracting the open clamp

reference from the actual transient measurements, the influence of the oscillation can

be reduced, however, not completely avoided. In order to further improve the oscilla-

tion suppression, the transient signals from figure 6.15a are analyzed after open circuit

correction in the frequency domain obtained by fast Fourier transformation (FFT) [32]

(Fig. 6.16a).

For VS ≤ 8 V, the amplitude has a smooth, almost linear characteristic. For higher

VS, additional peaks occur which can be ascribed to the detected oscillations in the time

domain. These peaks can be filtered with a low pass filter using a cut off frequency

fcut just below those peaks, which are indicated by the dots in figure 6.16a. Here, the

FFT-filter for smoothing curves provided by OriginPro 2018b (OriginLab Corporation)

is used. The mathematical principle of this filter is explained in the appendix 8.5.

The influence of using this filter in the time domain is illustrated in figure 6.16b. The

signal is no longer influenced by parasitic oscillations and the calculation of the mobility
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with equation 2.27 is now possible. However, the transient peak maximum required for

the charge carrier mobility extraction is slightly influenced by fcut, thus choosing the

correct fcut is not trivial. The magnitude of this influence is evaluated by calculating

the mobility with 0.8 ·fcut and 1.5 ·fcut. The deviation of the determined mobilities from

these shifted cut off frequencies is calculated in respect to the original mobility data.

This results in a standard deviation for the derived mobility of 7 %.

In the following, this deviation is compared to the deviation caused by thickness

uncertainty. Because of surface roughness, the thickness of a semiconductor layer can

only be determined with a typical standard deviation of 10 %. Considering the quadratic

relation in equation 2.27 and the error propagation, the resulting standard deviation

caused by thickness uncertainty is 20 % [22]. Thus, the correction done in the frequency

domain causes less deviation than the original data set and therefore, the use of this

correction is tolerable. The uncertainties of determining ttrans and of VS are at 1 % or

lower. Consequently, these influences on the total deviation can be neglected.

6.4.3 Mobility results from transient SCLC measurements of

MTDATA

In this chapter, the mobility results for different MTDATA layer thicknesses (76 nm,

123 nm, 253 nm, 322 nm, 642 nm and 904 nm) are discussed. Figure 6.17 illustrates the

charge carrier mobility extracted from the transient SCLC measurements in correlation

to the average electrical field strength using the measurement procedure described in

chapter 6.4.2. Half-full symbols mark the mobility determined from transient SCLC

without FFT correction and full symbols mark the data with FFT correction. The error

bars do include the uncertainty of the layer thickness of MTDATA and the deviation

caused by the FFT correction if used. For comparison, the estimated mobility from the

steady state SCLC in chapter 6.4.1 is marked by the empty symbols on the right side

of the diagram, which can not be correlated to a certain electrical field strength. The

error bars of the steady mobility values consider the measured thickness deviation and

the standard deviation calculated from the measured 6 devices per sample.

The errors caused by idealization of the theory e.g. neglecting the contact resistance

or trap states (Chap. 2.3.3), are not considered for the mobility determination. Con-

sequently, an increase of the mobility with higher electrical field strength is visible.

Furthermore, the mobilities determined for thin layers (76nm and 123nm) are much

smaller than for the thicker layers. This is the consequence of the large influence of the
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serial resistance as it is discussed later in chapter 6.5.

In spite of the non-ideal influences of the measurement, these results can be used for

benchmarking the circuit. The obtained transient mobility values are in good agreement

to the steady state mobility, which has a high reliability for devices with thick layers

as they have an almost ideal behavior as discussed in chapter 6.4.1. The steady state

mobility correlates better with the transient mobility at high electrical field strength,

which makes sense as the steady state mobility is from the part of the IV curve with a

high electrical field strength, where the double logarithmic gradient is constant.

For further verification of the mobility results from the transient measurement, the

values are compared to literature data in the following. So et al. found mobility values for

MTDATA with the transient SCLC method of 6·10−5 cm2

Vs (at 0.036 kV
µm) and 8·10−5 cm2

Vs
(at 0.056 kV

µm) [145]. These are similar to the mobility values obtained here for the thick

MTDATA layers of more than 253 nm. The literature values are approximately 20 %

lower compared to the values obtained here. This might be caused by differences in

the material or by the higher serial resistance of at least 50 Ω and thus higher RC time

constant in the measurement setup used by So et al. [145].

In conclusion, the accuracy of measuring thick samples is proven by these compar-

isons. The high variations of MTDATA sample thickness and consequently device re-

sistances prove the significant flexibility of the circuit in terms of measurable currents

and applicable voltages. As the current may change strongly with the mobility and film

thickness of any semiconductor measured by the circuit, the implemented wide current
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(1 µA to 0.5 A) and voltage range (3.5 to 50V) is a great advantage of the circuit.

However, for thin layers, the ideal theory is not applicable as the results for 76 nm

and 123 nm are too low. This is not a problem with the measurement circuit, but with

the used theory. The interpretation of the transit time has to be reworked, if thin and

thick layers are to be compered. Nonetheless, the transient mobility of semiconductor

layers of similar film thickness can be compared with this method and the circuit provide

the possibility to measure the transit time of thin layers. The measurement limits are

discussed in the following chapter 6.4.4.

6.4.4 Measurement range of the transient SCLC circuit

The measurements shown in chapter 6.4.3 suggest a minimum measurable transit time

of ttrans = 300 ns. For lower ttrans, the transient current peak overlaps with the sample

charging peak. Furthermore, this minimum ttrans can only be assumed, if the current is

large enough for using a low amplification. However, in case of a high sample resistance

at a thin layer, a high mobility is unlikely which would cause such a short transit time.

Thus, using ttrans = 300 ns, the maximal measurable mobility can be estimated with

equation 2.27, depending on VS and d.

Figure 6.18 shows this maximum mobility. For thin layers of 100 nm to 250 nm, a

mobility of 10−3 cm2

Vs to 10−4 cm2

Vs is measurable, which is a typical range for organic

semiconducting polymers [22, 26, 29]. Thicker layers can be measured more easily, as

ttrans increases with the thickness. In this case, high voltages are required, as a high

enough amount of charge carriers has to be injected to generate the SCLC. As 50 V are

possible with this circuit, thick layers of 1 µm with a mobility of 10−3 cm2

Vs are measurable.
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Figure 6.18: The minimum mobility measurable by the shown circuit in dependents of applied
voltage and device thickness with assumed ttrans = 300 ns
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6.5 Simulation of space charge limited current

As discussed in chapter 2.3.3, the thickness has a significant influence on the determined

transient mobility at thin films, causing too low mobility values. Here, the type of

non-ideal influence responsible for the lower mobility is analyzed. For this purpose, the

simulation method and parameter variations described in chapter 3 are used.

For reference purpose, an almost ideal, basic device is analyzed in chapter 6.5.1.

With this devices, the transient and steady state SCLC methods are compared to each

other. With this, the influence of the thickness on both methods is compared in order

to characterize the accuracy of both methods at thin layers. In correlation to this

basic device, each non-ideal parameter is analyzed separately for the transient SCLC

method. These non-ideal parameters are: rise time of the voltage step function, intrinsic

doping of the semiconductor, parallel resistance, built-in field, injection barrier and serial

resistance.

6.5.1 Steady state and transient SCLC in the basic device

For the basic device, diffusion and space charge regions at contacts are considered as non-

ideal parameters and which are neglected in the ideal theory (Chap. 2.3). Figure 6.19a

shows the normalized transient mobility (as described in chapter 3.2) of all tested total

density of states (DOS) and for fatj = 1012 Hz, F = 0.03 kV
µm. The marks are the

simulated devices and the solid line the analytic fits, which are in good agreement with

the data points with a standard deviation of 0.02. Figure 6.19b illustrates the normalized

mobility determined from the steady state, calculated with equation 2.17, showing only

the fit curves.

For comparison of the steady state and transient SCLC method, a 20 % deviation

region is marked in figure 6.19. This range is typically caused by thickness uncertainty

[22] (Chap. 6.4.2). Thus, a deviation caused by non-ideal parameters is neglectable if it

is lower than 20 %.

The generally higher mobility visible for both methods at thin layers is primarily

caused by the higher charge carrier density as visible in figure 6.20a. For a better

comparability, the depth is normalized on the thickness of each device. The charge

carrier density increases in the space charge regions at the contacts. Consequently, the

transport energy is shifted in the direction of the middle of the Gauss profile, which is

assumed in this simulation (Chap. 2.1.1). The larger amount of states available for the

hopping process increases the hopping probability and hence the mobility. Furthermore,
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 20% deviation range

(a)

 20% deviation range

(b)

Figure 6.19: (a) Transient mobility normalized to the mobility of 1 µm thick layer. The solid
lines are the fit (Chap. 3.2) and the symbols are the normalized mobility values de-
termined from the simulated transient signal. (b) Normalized mobility determined
from steady state IV curves.

the shift is larger for a low total DOS, as the same amount of charge carriers occupy

the free states. Additionally, the gradient of the charge carrier density increases with

lower thickness. This causes a higher contribution of the diffusion, which results in a

faster transient of charge carriers [153]. Furthermore, the space charge regions at the

contacts, due to the high conductivity here, cause a reduction of the effective thickness.

For transient SCLC, as the determined mobility is proportional to d2, a too large d

causes an overestimation of the mobility. For steady state SCLC, the proportionality is

to d3 and the effect even larger.

It is obvious, that the mobility increase at thin layers is much larger with the steady

state approach than for the transient measurement. In case of steady state SCLC, the

deviation is already larger than 20 % at a relatively thick layer of 700 nm. Consequently,

the transient method has the potential to be more accurate for thin layers compared

to the steady state approach. Furthermore, from the shape of the signal, it is difficult

to analyze non-ideal parameters as discussed in chapter 2.3.3. Thus, only the transient

SCLC is considered in the following as it is more accurate at thin layers as also discussed

by Weiß et. al [171].

As the average electrical field strength influences the charge carrier density, too, the

mobility change at thin layers can be different for other field strength and fatj than shown

in figure 6.19a. Both parameters are considered in figure 6.21 for N = 5 · 1020 1
cm3 . In

both cases, the influence of the average F and fatj is small.

Concerning figure 6.20a, for different average F at a 25 nm device, only a factor of 5

between intrinsic and injected charge carrier density is possible concerning F = 0 kV
µm
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Figure 6.20: (a) Charge carrier density for 0 kV
µm (solid lines) and 0.05 kV

µm(dashed lines). Each

curve is normalized to its device thickness. (b) Mobility and charge carrier density

of a 100 nm thick device for different total DOS at 0 kV
µm.
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Figure 6.21: Influence of (a) F with fatj = 1012 Hz and (b) fatj with F = 0.03 kV
µm on the

normalized mobility.

and F = 0.5 kV
µm. For d = 1µm and F = 0.5 kV

µm, there is a factor of 100 depending on the

thickness. Thus, the magnitude of F has much less influence compared to d. Considering

fatj, the mobility is proportional to fatj (Equ. 2.4) and the diffusion contribution does

not change in the normalized plot. Furthermore, the change of mobility caused by

injected charge carriers is independent on fatj. The slightly lower mobility change for

fatj = 1313 Hz at thin layers is caused by the lower device resistance and consequently

lower influence of space charge regions at the contacts.

Consequently, the following analyses of other non-ideal parameters is done only with

F = 0.03 kV
µm and fatj = 1012 Hz. Furthermore, only N = 5 · 1020 1

cm3 is considered, as

the general behavior is the same for all N .
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Figure 6.22: Transient signal of a 1 µm thick device: solid lines is without doping (basic device)
and dashed lines is with a doping concentration of 1016 1

cm3 .

6.5.2 Influence of doping and parallel current paths on the

transient SCLC mobility

Usually, there is unintentional doping in real organic semiconductors [29, 93, 120, 153],

which may influence the transient SCLC measurement. Here, this doping is assumed

to be an additional amount of free charge carries in the semiconductor. The effect of a

doping concentration of 1016 1
cm3 on the transient signal of a 1 µm thick device is visible

in figure 6.22. Here, the solid lines are the signal of the basic device and the vertical

dotted lines mark the corresponding ttrans. It is obvious, that the position of the transient

peak is not influenced by the doping. This is in line with the findings of Röhr et al. [129]

for similar doping concentrations. However, the peak height is significantly decreased,

which means the peak is no longer visible for a higher doping concentration. For lower

doping concentrations, the effect will be reduced resulting in a signal more similar to

the basic device.

In case of thinner layers, the effect of doping is smaller, as the injected amount of

charge carriers is larger (Fig. 6.20a). Furthermore, the amount of charge carriers intro-

duced by the contact space charge regions becomes larger than 1016 1
cm3 at layers thinner

than 100 nm. Consequently, the discussed doping concentration has no effect.

Mathematically, the effect of doping on the transient current signal can be seen as

a parallel current path which does not influence the transient current peak. The total

signal is the superposition of the transient SCLC and the parallel current. This reduces
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the relative peak height, as the peak current becomes smaller compared to the steady

state current and the resolution of the peak becomes more difficult.

Consequently, a parallel resistance to the device under test has the same influence on

the transient signal as the discussed doping. The voltage at the device is not influenced

by this resistance and therefore, there is no influence on the transit time. If the transient

peak is visible despite the parallel resistance, the determined mobility from the current

peak is not influenced.

6.5.3 Influence of built-in field on transient SCLC

Because of technological reasons, it is not possible to use the same contact materials for

charge carrier injection and ejection of a semiconductor layer. Typically, this results in

a built-in field within the active layer. Therefore, the influence of such a built-in field

on the transient SCLC signal is simulated here as described in chapter 3.2. The built-in

field is described by the voltage Vb−in, which is the difference of the contact material

work functions divided by q.

Figure 6.23 shows the effect of different built-in field on the simulated devices (solid

lines) in comparison to the basic device (thick, gray line). For high built-in field

strength, the measured mobility is reduced in comparison to the basic device. In case of

Vb−in = 0.2 V, there is no influence and for Vb−in = 0.5 V, the reduction of the normalized

mobility is only relevant below 150 nm. In case of Vb−in = 1 V, the influence becomes

large and causes further reduction. This reduction is caused by the different direction

of built-in and external field. Consequently, the external field has to compensate the

built-in field resulting in a reduced total field strength. For calculating the mobility with

equation 2.27, the effective voltage is lower compared to the applied voltage.

As the built-in field is defined by the contact work functions and decreases with

thicker layers, there is no influence on the mobility visible for the 1 µm thick devices.

Furthermore, the influence of the constant built-in field decreases with higher voltages.

A typical correction for the built-in influence is VS − Vb−in for VS in equation 2.27

[22]. This correction is used for the simulated data and shown as the dashed lines in

figure 6.23. The correction results in a built-in field independent value, but the mobility

is overestimated compared to the basic device. This might be caused by the smaller

space charge region at the ejection contact compared to the basic device. Furthermore,

the usefulness of this correction is limited for real devices, as the built-in field is strongly

dependent on surface charges and usually not exactly known for a device [22].

In this thesis, the mobility of devices with similar thicknesses are compared to each
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Figure 6.23: Different built-in fields (solid lines) and their corrected values (dashed lines). The
thick, gray line is from the basic device. This basic signal is identical to the signal
with a built-in field of 0.2 V.

other, which have the same contact materials. Thus, the influence of the built-in field is

similar for all devices and Vb−in is probably in the range 0.3 eV to 0.5 eV (Fig. 4.4). In

this range, the difference to the basic device is small compared to a higher built-in field.

Consequently, a correction of mobility data for built-in field influences is not reasonable

in this thesis.

6.5.4 Influence of injection barrier on transient SCLC

Depending on the quality of the injection contact, there is a barrier causing a volt-

age drop at this interface [9, 59, 89, 180]. Consequently, the average electric field

strength is reduced within the semiconductor layer and as discussed before for the built-

in field (Chap. 6.5.3), the mobility is reduced compared to the basic device.

The influence of the injection barrier on the mobility determined from transient SCLC

is shown in firgue 6.24. Up to 0.3 eV, the mobility reduction is small which is in agree-

ment with the literature [9, 59, 89, 180]. This decrease is much stronger for a larger

injection barrier of 0.5 eV. At this value, the determined mobility for thin layers is

smaller than for the 1 µm thick layer.

As the injection barriers of the measured devices are smaller than 0.1eV, considering

the work functions of the electrodes and HOMO or LUMO levels (Fig. 4.4), the influence

of an injection barrier is probably small. Furthermore, in case of high injection barriers

and thus non ohmic contacts, the peak at the transit time in the transient SCLC signal

is not visible in measurements of real devices [62, 89]. Consequently, injection barrier

influences do not need consideration in the analysis done in this thesis.
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 0.1eV
 0.3eV
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Figure 6.24: Normalized mobility for different injection barriers. The thick, gray line is from
the basic device. This basic signal is identical to the signal with 0.1 eV injection
barrier.

6.5.5 Influence of a non-ideal voltage step on the transient SCLC

mobility

The shape of the voltage step is influenced by two factors. First, for real measurements,

there is a rise time of the voltage step and no ideal, rectangular step function. Second,

the RC time constant for sample charging causes a slow voltage increase at the device

under test.

For the first factor, considering a non-ideal voltage step function, devices with a

linear ramp instead of an ideal voltage step are simulated as described in chapter 3.2.

Figure 6.25 shows the influence of different rise times on the normalized mobility in

comparison to the basic device. It is obvious, that a longer rise time causes a lower

determined mobility. Here, trise = 20 ns has almost no effect and trise = 100 ns shows a

large decrease by factor 1.5. This lower mobility is caused by the lower electrical field

strength at t = 0 at the beginning of the measurement compared to an ideal, rectangular

voltage step function. Therefore, the transit time increases.

The mobility difference can be quantified with the relation shown in equation 6.9. The

factor frise is the quotient of µr (determined with a non-zero rise time) and µ0 (theo-

retically determined with an ideal voltage step). For substitution of µi, equation 2.27 is

used, where ttrans is the transit time of the non-ideal voltage step function. The ideal

transit time is considered to be a correction time tcorr shorter compared the device with

rise time. As the devices of the two transient measurements have the same thickness

d and voltage VS, those contributions are cut and frise depends only on the measured

ttrans and tcorr. Consequently, µ0 is not needed to calculate frise.
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 0ns (basic device)
 20ns without correction
 50ns without correction
 100ns without correction
 20ns with correction
 50ns with correction
 100ns with correction

Figure 6.25: The normalized mobility in dependents of different voltage rise times (solied lines)
and corrected data (dashed lines). The thick, gray line is from the basic device.
This basic signal is identical to the signal with 20 ns rise time.

frise =
µr
µ0

=
0.786

d2

ttransVS

0.786
d2

(ttrans − tcorr)VS

= 1− tcorr
ttrans

(6.9)

For the correction in figure 6.25, tcorr = trise is assumed. The corrected curves are the

dashed lines. For ttrans > 2 · tcorr, the corrected values are in good agreement with the

data of the perfect voltage pulse. Otherwise, this correction is not sufficient.

As this correction depends only on the rise time and the transit time, it is used for

the measured transient SCLC data in this thesis (Chap. 6.6.3).

For the second factor (the RC time constant) influencing the voltage rise time at the

device under test, trise = 20 ns and a parasitic parallel capacitance of 13.33
pF

mm2 to the

device is used. This parasitic capacitance is the estimated parasitic capacitance in the

measurement circuit introduced in chapter 6.3 normalized to the device area of the real

samples (Chap. 4) investigated in this thesis. The use of trise > 0 is important here as

the non-ideal step function interacts with the RC time constant. Thus, in case of a serial

resistance, trise can not be neglected as discussed in the following.

First, the RC time constant is estimated for different semiconductor thicknesses. The

total capacitance important for the RC time constant is the sum of sample capacitance
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and parasitic capacitance. The area dependent sample capacitance can be calculated

with equation 6.8 for different thicknesses d with the permittivity εr = 3. E. g., in case of

d = 100 nm, Csamp
A

= 26.6 nF
cm2 results. Therefore, the total areal capacitance including

the parasitic one is 28 nF
cm2 . With the serial resistances from chapter 3.2, the resulting

RC time constants tRC are 2.1 ns (7.5 Ωmm2), 21 ns (75 Ωmm2), 525 ns (1875 Ωmm2)

and 1.05µs (3750 Ωmm2). The effect of the sample charging is neglectable for the lowest

resistance compared to the voltage rise time. In case of 1875 Ωmm2 and 3750 Ωmm2, the

rise time correction is dominated by tRC , which actually becomes larger than ttrans.

For using the correction (Equ. 6.9) discussed for only rise time influences, tcorr has to

be estimated. A simple assumption is tcorr = tRC + trise for considering the RC time

constant and the voltage rise time if either value can not be neglected. For validation

of this assumption, the following analytical estimation is done, where a serial resistance

to a capacitance is assumed.

The derivation starts with the general relation between voltage vC(t) and charge qC(t)

of the capacitance C: qC(t) = C · vC(t). The time derivation leads to equation 6.10 with

iC(t) as the charging current, which is related to the serial resistance Rs by equation 6.11

with v0(t) as the total applied voltage.

iC(t) =
dqC(t)

dt
= C · dvC(t)

dt
(6.10)

iC(t) =
v0(t)− vC(t)

Rs

(6.11)

Equations 6.10 and 6.11 lead to equation 6.12.

RsC ·
vC(t)

dt
= v0(t)− vC(t) (6.12)

In case of v0(t) = aramp · t is used for the ramping of the voltage step (Chap. 3.2),

equation 6.12 can be solved by equation 6.13.

vC(t) = aramp · t− arampRsC + k · e−
t

RsC for t ≤ trise (6.13)
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Figure 6.26: (a) Analytical voltage rise of a capacitance with two different serial resistances
and a voltage rise time of 20 ns. The dashed lines mark the sum tRC + trise.
(b) Normalized mobility for different serial resistances. The thick, gray line is
from the basic device.

The boundary condition vC(t = 0) = 0 leads to k = arampRsC and thus to equa-

tion 6.14.

vC(t) = aramp · t− arampRsC + arampRsC · e−
t

RsC for t ≤ trise (6.14)

For t > trise, v0(t) = VS is valid as the maximum of the voltage step is reached. Thus,

equation 6.12 can be solved by equation 6.15.

vC(t) = k · e−
t−trise
RsC + VS for t > trise (6.15)

The equations 6.14 and 6.15 must have the same result at t = trise, which leads to

k = vC(t = trise)− VS.

Figure 6.26a shows vC(t) for 7.5 Ωmm2 and 75 Ωmm2(d = 100 nm). The vertical,

dashed lines are the assumed tcorr = trise + tRC . For 7.5 Ωmm2, the maximum voltage

is reached only 3 ns later compared to tcorr, which corresponds to an error of 10 %.

However, because of the low influence of such short rise time, the correction factor frise

(Equ. 6.9) has an error of only 2 %(ttrans = 300 ns). In case of 75 Ωmm2, the effect of rise

time increase is significantly larger, as tcorr is underestimated by factor 2. Consequently,

the correction is not sufficient for this serial resistance which corresponds to 10 Ω for

the real devices in this thesis. As the total serial resistance in the developed circuit is

17 Ω (Chap. 6.3), the effect of the rise time increase will be even larger.

Another influence of the serial resistance is the voltage drop over this resistance,
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causing an overestimation of the voltage over the semiconductor and consequently a

too low mobility (Equ. 2.27). This voltage drop depends on the relation between se-

rial resistance Rs and device resistance Rsample. With estimated η = 1017 1
cm3 and

µ = 7 · 10−5 cm2

Vs , Rsample can be calculated with equation 6.16. For d = 100 nm,

Rsample · A = 750 Ωmm2 results. This is only valid for F = 0.03 kV
µm and fatj = 1012 Hz,

as those parameters strongly influence µ and η. Compared to Rs = 7.5 Ωmm2, Rsample

is much larger and the voltage drop over the serial resistance is neglectable with a max-

imum error of 1 %. Both, the voltage drop and the voltage rise time would lead to an

underestimated mobility of 3 % for a 100 nm thick layer.

Rsample · A =
1

qηµ
· d (6.16)

Figure 6.26b shows the device voltage rise time corrected normalized mobility (with

tcorr = trise + tRC) for the different serial resistances. The discussed fit (Chap. 3.2) is

not applicable, as Rsample changes strongly with µ(F, fatj) and η(F ), which changes the

voltage drop over Rs. Consequently, the fit can not account for the influence of F and

fatj.

As the discussed correction is applied for the data points in figure 6.26b, it is obviously

not sufficient for accounting for a serial resistance. For the 100 nm thick layer and

Rsample · A = 7.5 Ωmm2, the mobility is 15 % lower compared to the basic device. As

discussed before, the influence of serial resistance and RC time on the mobility should

be neglectable for this device even without correction. However, this is not possible with

a 15 % deviation.

This is caused by another effect, which is explained in the following. For ideal transient

SCLC, infinite charge carrier injection is assumed. However, this assumption is not true

in case of a serial resistance.

Considering the first injected charge carrier package into the semiconductor, the sam-

ple capacitance increases, as the distance between this charge carrier package and the

ejection electrode decreases. Assuming a very high RC time constant, there is a negligi-

ble change in the total charge Q within the semiconductor. Consequently, the relation

Q = C · V leads to a decrease of V if C is increased. This voltage decrease causes a

lower electrical field strength during the charge carrier transit in contrast to the increase

which is present in the ideal theory (Chap. 2.3.2). This leads to a reduced transit time

compared to an ideal measurement and consequently an underestimation of the mobility.
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This effect generally takes place if there is a large enough time delay caused by tRC

for the injection of additional charge into the semiconductor. The effect is stronger

for thin layers, as C and tRC of the sample is larger and the transit time is shorter.

Additionally, the mobility reduction caused by slow charge injection is stronger for higher

serial resistance as the RC time increases. As this is also true for the voltage rise time

and voltage drop, there are three effects which lead to a decreased mobility in case of a

high serial resistance.

The lowest assumed serial resistance of 7.5 Ωmm2, which correlates to 1 Ω for the

samples investigated in this thesis, has already a considerable effect on the determined

mobility. The mobility decrease is larger than any effect caused by the other non-ideal

influences discussed before. Consequently, the serial resistance generally dominates the

non-ideal effects on the transient SCLC signal, causing a too low mobility. This confirms

the need for a low serial resistance for transient SCLC measurements. Nonetheless, com-

paring devices with similar semiconductor thickness and applied electrical field strength

is still sensible for analyzing the influence of trap states on the mobility as it is the

objective in this thesis. A reduction of the mobility caused by introduced trap states

will still be visible despite the serial resistance influences.

6.6 Analysis of universal trap levels

The objective of this thesis is the analysis of the proposed universal trap states as de-

scribed in chapter 2.1.3. Nicolai et al. [111] and Zuo et al. [183] used steady state SCLC

measurements to determine mobility and simulated the devices to calculate universal

trap levels from these curves. As described in chapter 6.5, the steady state SCLC is

difficult to interpret for thin devices. Additionally, a direct measurement of the trap

distribution is missing. Consequently, if there are several different trap levels in the

material, a differentiation is not possible. This makes the interpretaion of Nicolai et al.

unclear, as they think that these universal trap states are responsible for the generally

lower electron mobility compared to holes. Furthermore, only pristine samples were

analyzed. Thus, water or oxygen is not proved to be the origin of these universal trap

states.

Therefore, the questions for the following analysis are: Are there universal trap levels,

either in reference to HOMO/ LUMO or vacuum level? Do these trap states depend on

oxygen or water? Can these trap states be responsible for the difference in electron and

hole mobility?
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To answer these questions, the three polymers P3HT, PCPDTBT and MDMO-PPV

are investigated in pristine and degraded state, using oxygen, water and UV light as

described in chapter 4.4.3. The trap distributions of these materials, whether pristine or

aged, are directly measured with the MIS-TSC method developed in chapter 6.1. The

results are correlated to the charge carrier mobility determined by transient SCLC with

the developed measurement circuit (Chap. 6.3). Here, only the amplification 184 V
A with

Rm = 10 Ω is suitable for the polymer devices.

6.6.1 Difference of electron and hole mobility in pristine

semiconductors

Nicolai et al. [112] suggested that the electron and hole mobilities are about equal, if

the specific electron trap states can be avoided. In figure 6.27, transient mobility values

for electrons (empty symbols) and holes (full symbols) at comparable film thicknesses

are displayed for all pristine materials determined with the transient SCLC method

described in chapter 6.4.2.

A good agreement between electron and hole mobility is visible for PCPDTBT. For

MDMO-PPV and P3HT, the mobilities of electrons and holes are about equal within

the error bars. The differences can be caused by thickness dependent effects, as the

semiconductor thicknesses of electron and hole only devices are not equal. Thus, a high

similarity between electron and hole mobility can be assumed for all materials.
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Figure 6.27: Mobilities from the transient SCLC measurement for all pristine materials: Com-
parison of electron and hole mobility.
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As these transient mobility values have a small dependency on trap states [95, 103,

120], especially on slowly filled trap states, the assumption of equal mobility for electrons

and holes for trap free materials is confirmed.

Consequently, the difference of hole and electron mobility depends on the method

applied for mobility determination. E. g., the steady state SCLC method will show

significantly different values compared to the transient SCLC method, as slowly filled

trap states are occupied in the steady state, which is not the case for the transient

measurement.

6.6.2 MIS-TSC Measurements

In this chapter, the trap distributions of the pristine and aged polymers are measured.

The measurement procedure is described in chapter 6.1.4. The first question is, if the

aging treatments actually introduce additional trap states. For this purpose, the en-

veloping MIS-TSC signals are suitable.

Figure 6.28 shows an enveloping MIS-TSC example for pristine and aged P3HT. The

signals of oxygen and water treatments are generally larger than the pristine one. This is

especially true for the electron trap peak between 50 K and 100 K and for the hole signals

above 100 K. The increase of the signal by only UV light can be caused by residual oxygen

or water in the pristine material or other chemical changes in the molecular structure.

Generally, this result verifies the degradation effect discussed in the literature [68, 101,

140, 161], which is photo oxidation caused by UV light in combination with oxygen or

water. The results for MDMO-PPV and PCPDTBT are similar as shown in the appendix

(App. 8.6). This is expected, as photo oxidation happens in all organic semiconductors.

As new oxygen and water dependent trap states are introduced into the materials,

the trap distribution determined with the fractional MIS-TSC method can show the

energetic depth of these trap states.

The hole trap distributions of pristine and aged P3HT, PCPDTBT and MDMO-

PPV, determined from fractional MIS-TSC measurements, are given in figure 6.29. For

all graphs, the bottom axis sets the determined activation energy (equal to trap lev-

els (Chap. 2.1.3)) in relation to the HOMO level, while the top axis shows the relation

to the vacuum level. The deviation of the top axis results from the uncertainty of

the HOMO level (App. 8.2). The original fractional measurements are given in the ap-

pendix 8.6. The water traps (dark yellow dotted line), relative to the HOMO level as

listed in table 2.1, are marked in all figures. A range of a possible universal relative

trap level (to the HOMO level) determined in this thesis is marked with a green area.
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Figure 6.28: Enveloping MIS-TSC measurement of pristine and aged P3HT. The shift of the
electron peaks of aged P3HT may be caused by retrapping, as additional shallow
trap levels are introduced by the aging.

Furthermore, black arrows at the top axis mark possible universal absolute trap levels,

in respect to the vacuum level, which are determined in this thesis.

At first, hole trap states caused by oxygen and water treatments are analyzed. For

all materials, the water treatment has the largest effect on the hole trap distribution,

although the oxygen treatment has a very similar effect. In the range 0.15 eV to 0.5 eV

in relation to the HOMO level, there is always an increase of the trap density caused by

the water treatment. This range correlates to the water trap levels suggested by Zuo et

al. [183]. As the result with the oxygen treatment is similar, but perhaps less effective,

it is not possible to determine if the origin of this universal trap level is the incorporation

of water or the existence of oxygen groups.

Considering a universal absolute trap level, trap peaks at −4.8 eV ± 0.1 eV and

−4.4 eV ± 0.1 eV are visible for holes, where the uncertainty of 0.1 eV correlates with

the HOMO uncertainty. For P3HT and -4.8 eV, no increase with any treatment is vis-

ible. Possibly, another type of trap dominates here. The -4.4 eV peak is not visible

for PCPDTBT, as the HOMO of this material is probably too far away from this trap

to be measurable with the used MIS-TSC method. To measure deeper trap levels, an

increase of the temperature above 300 K would be necessary. However, there is another

pronounced peak at -5.3 eV visible, which is not relevant for the other materials and no

conclusion is possible about the universal nature of this trap state.

Considering the UV treatment, the trap distribution is in most cases similar to the

pristine material. A light increase of the trap amount might be caused by residual oxygen

or water in the pristine materials.

For all polymers, there are individual trap levels which are not explained with a
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Figure 6.29:

Distribution of hole trap
levels of pristine and
aged polymers:
(a) P3HT,
(b) PCPDTBT,
(c) MDMO-PPV.
Vertical dotted lines
show the universal trap
levels determined by
Zuo et al. [183] as given
in table 2.1. The green
area is the range of a
universal relative trap
level determined in this
thesis. The black arrows
at the top are locations
for a universal absolute
trap level determined
in this thesis. The left
side of the top and
bottom axis mark the
HOMO level (Fig. 4.4).
The uncertainty of the
HOMO level is given in
braces at the top axis.
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universal trap level. E. g. for P3HT, a large peak is at 0.1 eV below the HOMO level,

which is present in the pristine material and not increased by any treatment (Fig. 6.29a).

Thus, the largest amount of trap states are not caused by water or oxygen.

For MDMO-PPV, in contrast to the other two materials, the maximum trap density

is not in the shallow range (Fig. 6.29c). There is little increase of the hole trap amount

for shallow trap levels up to 0.1 eV below the HOMO level. Consequently, these trap

states seem not dependent on oxygen or water. The oxygen treatment causes deeper

trap levels in the range of 0.5 eV to 0.8 eV, which might be similar to the UV treated

sample. However, the UV measurement lacks on precision which is visible at the large

error bars at the single data point for deep trap levels. Thus, there are probably different

types of trap states introduced by water and oxygen treatment in this case.

Figure 6.30 illustrates the trap distribution results for electrons with the same layout

as in figure 6.29 with the left axis as the LUMO level. Additionally, the oxygen trap

levels are marked with red dotted lines (Tab. 2.1) relative to the LUMO level. As for

holes, there is always an increase of the trap density caused by the water and a smaller

effect by the oxygen treatment. A universal relative trap level (green area) is found for

electrons in the region 0 eV to 0.25 eV below the LUMO level, although the increase

in trap density is small for MDMO-PPV. This range is lower than the water trap level

suggested by Zuo et al. [183].

In relation to the vacuum level, there are peaks in the electron trap distributions at

-3.6 eV±0.1 eV for all materials, eventually caused by aging treatments. This universal

absolute trap level correlates to oxygen traps and therefore to the universal trap proposed

by Nicolai et al. [112] if the LUMO uncertainties are considered.

Again, there are unique observations for each material, which can not be accounted

to the universal trap levels. For P3HT (Fig. 6.30a), the trap level at -3.6 eV in respect

to the vacuum level is possibly too deep to be measured accurately, thus showing only

a shallow peak. For the pristine sample, there are no measurable deep trap levels as the

TSC signal is in the noise range.

In case of PCPDTBT, the trap density is strongly increased for shallow electron trap

levels of 0 eV to 0.05 eV (Fig. 6.30b) independent on the type of aging treatment. Thus,

these trap states are probably caused by the UV light. For the range 0.05 eV to 0.25 eV,

the amount of trap states is increased only by the water treatment, which correlates

with the proposed oxygen trap.

Again, as for holes, the maximum trap density of MDMO-PPV is not in the shal-

low range for electrons (Fig. 6.30c). Generally, the effects of the aging treatments are
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Figure 6.30:

Distribution of electron
trap levels of pristine
and aged polymers:
(a) P3HT,
(b) PCPDTBT,
(c) MDMO-PPV.
Vertical dotted lines
show the universal trap
levels determined by
Nicolai et al. [111] and
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trap level determined
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at the top axis.
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smaller compared to the other materials. The major difference is the much broader trap

distribution, as it is already visible for holes.

In the following, general conclusions for all materials are discussed. Comparing the

electron and hole trap distributions of the pristine samples, shallow trap states are similar

in both cases for all materials. This is in line with the equal mobility for electrons and

holes discussed in chapter 6.6.1. A similar shallow and thus fast filled trap distribution

has the same influence on both, the electron and hole mobility.

Considering the trap levels caused by oxygen and water treatments for both electrons

and holes, there are potentially universal trap states. Additionally, there are similar

trap levels caused by UV light, but there is always a lower increase, which can be caused

by residual oxygen or water [112, 183]. The uncertainties of the universal trap levels

are caused by the uncertainty of the HOMO and LUMO levels and error bars of the

data points. However, as a wide distribution of different trap levels is visible in most

cases, these universal trap states are not necessarily the dominant trap level influencing

the charge carrier transport. Therefore and because of the wide trap distributions, the

reduction of the distribution to a single level as suggested by Nicolai et al. [112] and

Zuo et al. [183] is inaccurate and not a suitable model for the investigated materials.

Furthermore, apart from PCPDTBT, the trap distributions for holes and electrons are

similar and a large difference of charge carrier mobility solely depending on differences

caused by universal trap states seems unlikely. This is especially the case, as oxygen

causes electron and hole trap states simultaneously. However, an influence of trap states

on the mobility solely determined from the trap depth is inaccurate, as the dynamics of

trap occupation has a major influence. Thus, the influence of the trap states introduced

by the aging on the mobility has to be determined by separate mobility measurements.

6.6.3 Analysis of SCLC measurements

In chapter 6.6.2, the trap distributions caused by oxygen, water and UV light exposure

are discussed, but the influence of these trap states on the charge carrier transport is

still unclear. Therefore, the mobility of P3HT, PCPDTBT and MDMO-PPV (either

pristine or aged) was measured with the transient SCLC method (Chap. 2.3) with the

circuit developed in chapter 6.3 and the measurement procedure in chapter 6.4.2. The

devices are described in chapter 4.2.

Figure 6.31 shows the determined transient mobilities for holes and electrons of P3HT

for different film thicknesses and average electrical field strength [1, 21, 62, 182]. The

error bars are the result of the uncertainties of film thickness and oscillation correction
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Figure 6.31: Transient and steady state mobility of (a) holes and (b) electrons for pristine
P3HT. The vertical distribution of the transient SCLC mobility accounts to dif-
ferent electrical field strength.

(Chap. 6.4.2). As discussed in chapter 6.5.5, the determined mobility depends on the

thickness and electrical field strength. Because of the large distribution, an analysis

of these dependencies is necessary, so that different samples become comparable. The

analysis for this purpose is explained in the following at P3HT as an example. For

PCPDTBT and MDMP-PPV, the same procedure is done and the same figures as shown

here for P3HT are given in the appendix (App. 8.7.2).

At first, the determined transient SCLC mobility is compared to the estimated mo-

bility from steady state SCLC, which is plotted as reference values in figure 6.31. The

hole only device has an almost ideal behavior, thus there is a good correlation between

steady state and transient mobility. However, the steady state mobility suffers from large

deviations caused by thickness uncertainty and standard deviation from measuring sev-

eral devices. Because of this too large deviation, the comparison of pristine and aged

samples is not possible with the steady state mobility. As expected in chapter 6.5.1, the

steady state measurement is strongly influenced by non-ideal parameters, which causes

the large difference between the steady state and transient mobility for the electron only

devices. In agreement with the assumption of built-in and injection barrier influences,

the steady state mobility is always lower or equal to the transient measurements.

Consequently, in the following, only the transient mobility is discussed. It is obvious,

that there is a strong dependence of the mobility on the film thickness. Additionally,

a weaker dependence on the electrical field strength is present. As discussed in chap-

ter 6.5.5, this is primarily caused by serial resistance influences. This results in unprecise

correlation between mobility data resulting from different film thicknesses and electrical

field strength. Consequently, there is no fixed mobility value of the pristine sample which
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can be used as reference value for aged samples. To make this comparison possible, an

interpolation and extrapolation of the pristine mobility is necessary, in dependence of

film thickness and electrical field strength.

Equation 6.17 is found to be a suitable choice for this purpose. Here, d is the semi-

conductor thickness in nm and F is the average electrical field strength in kV
µm. The fit

variables aSCLC , bSCLC and cSCLC can be found for all materials in table 8.11 (App. 8.7.1).

The calculated mobility with this fit is also given in figure 6.31. Due to spreading of the

mobility values and changing dependency on F with different thicknesses, a deviation

between fit values and original data is present.

µ

1 cm2

Vs

= cSCLC ·
(

d

1 nm

)aSCLC
·

 F

1 kV
µm

bSCLC

(6.17)

This deviation between fit and original data is visible in figure 6.32 for P3HT, where

the mobility data of the pristine and aged samples is normalized to the fit. In case of

the hole mobility, the dependence on the electrical field strength changes by aging. This

causes a larger spreading of the normalized values compared to the pristine sample.

For comparison of the devices, the average of all normalized mobility values is used

and the standard deviation of this average calculated. This deviation is added to

the average deviation of the original mobility data depending on e.g. thickness un-

certainty (Fig. 6.31). Both contribute about equally to the total error bars, which is

given in figure 6.35a and 6.36a for the three polymers. The results visible in these fig-

ures are discussed in chapter 6.6.4. The resulting error bars are large but the trend of

e.g. reduced mobility of aged samples is still evident considering figure 6.32, as almost

all normalized mobility values of aged samples are located below the pristine reference.

However, the difference between different aging treatments is less evident.

The found changes in mobility values can now be correlated to the energetic trap

distribution determined with the MIS-TSC method in chapter 6.6.2. However, the type

of the trap states causing mobility reduction is not clear, whether it is a deep or shallow

trap (Chap. 2.1.3). Further information about the trap depth can be derived from the

ratio between transient peak and steady state current. The ideal value for this ratio

is 1.21 (Chap. 2.3.2). Usually, due to diffusion and the charging RC time constant, the

ratio will be lower than the ideal value of 1.21. Shallow trap states will cause a further

reduction for this ratio, as the trap states are fast filled and charge carriers removed from
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Figure 6.32: Normalized transient mobility of (a) holes and (b) electrons for pristine and aged
P3HT.

the first injected charge carrier package. Deep trap states are usually filled slow, reducing

the amount of charge contributing to the current, which causes a slow attenuation of

the current. This will cause an increase of the ratio.

For this ratio, as a characteristic value, the ratio between the transient peak current

and the current at 5 µs is used. Because of ttrans < 1 µs, a steady state mode can be

assumed at 5 µs as it is typically reached at t = 2ttrans [67]. In case of further current

decrease over time, the tendency of the ratio would not change.

Although the dependence of this ratio on the film thickness and average electrical field

strength is lower compared to the mobility (Fig. 6.31), the same procedure for normal-

ization is done (fig. 6.33 and 6.34 for P3HT) with the coefficients given in table 8.12

(App. 8.7.1). The resulting normalized values are multiplied with the average ratio of

the pristine data to create absolute values for comparison to the ideal value of 1.21.
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Figure 6.33: Ratio of the transient peak and steady state signals for P3HT devices.
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Figure 6.34: Normalized current ratio of (a) holes and (b) electrons for pristine and aged P3HT
samples.
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Figure 6.35: (a) Normalized hole mobility and (b) current ratio for all polymers.
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Figure 6.36: (a) Normalized electron mobility and (b) current ratio for all polymers.
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6.6.4 Correlation of trap distribution and mobility

The evaluation of the transient SCLC measurement is explained in chapter 6.6.3, which

results in the graphs of figure 6.35 and 6.36. Here, the mobility and current ratio

are shown, which are normalized to the pristine samples for all aging treatments. Most

variations are within the relatively large error bars. However, some tendencies, especially

if there is the same tendency for all treatments, can be discussed.

These small changes for P3HT indicate, that the contact materials for SCLC de-

vices are not sensitive to the aging treatments and that the stronger changes visible for

PCPDTBT and MDMO-PPV are caused by degradation processes in these materials.

This is in line with the literature where the used PEDOT:PSS [34] as well es the small

molecules [27, 60, 142] are less sensitive to degradation.

In figure 6.35a, the hole mobility decreases for P3HT and PCPDTBT, while the

effect is stronger for PCPDTBT. The decrease is similar for all treatments, also for the

UV light treatment. This is either caused by residual oxygen or water reacting with

UV light, or the degradation depends solely on UV light exposure. Considering the hole

trap distribution in figure 6.29a, the dominating trap level for P3HT hole transport is

shallow in the range 0 eV to 0.1 eV. These trap states show little change with any aging

treatment. This explains the small hole mobility reduction. In case of PCPDTBT,

there is a low intrinsic shallow (0 eV to 0.2 eV) trap density in the pristine state. It

is reasonable, that there is a strong decrease of mobility caused by the additional trap

states introduced by the aging treatments. For oxygen and water treatment, this is in

line with the trap distribution in figure 6.29b, although the UV light treatment shows a

lower effect.

In contrast to P3HT and PCPDTBT, the hole mobility of MDMD-PPV does slightly

increase with the aging treatments. The amount of shallow trap levels changes only

slightly by the treatments (fig. 6.29c). However, the slightly increased mobility can be

a result of additional transport states, as the trap distribution directly at the HOMO

level is increased by the aging processes.

Considering the current ratio for P3HT (Fig. 6.35b), the pristine value is almost ideal

at 1.21, suggesting no slowly filled deep trap levels. The ratio decreases for all treatments

similarly. This can be explained by an increased amount of fast filled trap states, which

are typically shallow. However, considering the measured trap distribution in figure

6.29a, there are primarily deep trap levels in the range 0.2 eV to 0.6 eV caused by the

aging processes. Thus, these deep trap levels seem to be filled fast and there is no slow

trap filling.
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In the case of PCPDTBT, the pristine current ratio is significantly above 1.21 which

is well in line with existing deep trap states (0.4 eV to 0.8 eV) visible in figure 6.29b.

Furthermore, the largest increase for the amount of deep trap levels is visible for water

treatment. This is in agreement with the strongly increased ratio for the water treatment.

For MDMO-PPV, the current ratio is also almost constant. The pristine material has

already a large amount of trap states (fig. 6.30c). Thus the slow filling of trap states is

not considerably increased by the aging treatments. However, a slight increase of the

ratio is visible for the water treatment, where the largest amount of deep trap levels is

introduced as visible in figure 6.30c.

Considering the electron mobility in figure 6.36a, a similar effect for all materials is

visible. The mobility is decreased similarly for all treatments while the effect is less

pronounced for the UV light treatment. This correlates with the measured energetic

trap distribution (Fig. 6.30), as for all materials shallow trap levels in the range 0 eV to

0.15 eV are introduced similarly for the aging treatments with the lowest effect caused

by UV light.

The ratio of the P3HT measurements (Fig. 6.36b) is larger than ideal for the pristine

material and all treatments, suggesting the existence of intrinsic, slowly filled deep trap

states. Considering the energetic trap distribution in figure 6.30a, such an intrinsic trap

level is not visible. In contrast to other treatments, the ratio increases only for oxygen

treated samples. This is in line with the energetic trap distribution in figure 6.30a, where

a considerable increase of deep trap states at 0.6 eV is visible for the oxygen treatment.

For PCPDTBT, there is a slight increase of deep trap states (0.4 eV to 1 eV) visible in

figure 6.30b, as the deep trap levels of the pristine sample were not measurable because of

a too low current signal. Thus, the increase of the current ratio is reasonable. However,

the high ratio even for the pristine material, is not explainable. Consequently, either

there are more trap states which were not measured by the MIS-TSC method or the

filling mechanism is fundamentally different compared to e. g. P3HT, causing a slow

filling of shallow trap levels.

Considering the current ratio of MDMO-PPV, there is no obvious trend. This is

probably caused by the already existing large amount of trap states in the pristine

sample (Fig. 6.30c). The small increase of the amount of trap states caused by aging

treatments has therefore little effect on the current ratio.

Considering this transient SCLC analysis, the question whether a universal trap level

can explain charge carrier transport parameters can now be answered. Different effects

of additional oxygen and water dependent trap states on the electron and hole mobil-
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ity are visible. E. g. for PCPDTBT, there is a similar mobility reduction visible for

both charge carrier types. In contrast, for MDMO-PPV, the hole mobility is increased

and the electron mobility is decreased. Thus, depending on the material, the electron

and hole mobility in the presence of trap states can be equal or different. Although

the electron mobility decrease is similar for all materials and assignable to the shallow

universal relative trap level as discussed in chapter 6.6.2, the effect on the current ratio

is significantly different for all materials. In contrast, the effect of the aging treatments

is largely different for the hole mobility depending on the material, but the changes for

the current ratio in case of hole only SCLC are small.

Generally, the different dependencies of electron and hole mobility on oxygen and

water traps is caused by the different dynamics of trap filling depending on the material

and charge carrier type. Although oxygen and water cause hole and electron trap states

at the same time, this difference can be caused by different trap filling mechanism.

Probably, this mechanism is not only depending on the energetic trap depth in relation

to the HOMO and LUMO levels but also on the position within the molecules.

Because of the different effects for all polymers, the influence of the proposed uni-

versal absolute and relative trap levels is largely different depending on the material.

Furthermore, intrinsic trap states which have other origins may have a larger influence

on the charge carrier transport than the universal trap states. E. g., Sulfur oxidation

causes unique trap states within P3HT as discussed by Manceau et. al [101]. Thus,

describing an organic semiconductor device with a single mobility value or a single trap

level can be wrong. E. g. for fast electron measurements, the shallow universal trap level

can describe the mobility correctly. However, if a longer measurement time is chosen, it

depends strongly on the amount of filled trap states and if the material is truly in the

steady state mode.
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7 Summary

The objective of this thesis is the investigation of universal oxygen and water depen-

dent trap states within organic semiconductors suggested in recent literature [111, 114,

183]. Furthermore, the question if these universal trap states are responsible for lower

electron mobility compared to holes is considered in this thesis. The challenges are the

unipolar determination of the trap distribution as well as the charge carrier mobility.

To investigate the origin of trap states, water and oxygen dependent trap states have to

be introduced into the material under test.

For the purpose of determining the unipolar energetic distribution of trap states,

the classical thermally stimulated current (TSC) method is modified and a metal in-

sulator semiconductor (MIS) structure is measured instead of a diode. With Poly(3-

hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) (P3HT) as a benchmark material, the working principle of this

method is demonstrated. By using the MIS structure, the trap state distributions of

both, electrons and holes, can be determined at a single test sample. Beyond this, the

MIS-TSC approach reduces recombination effects, which are one of the major disadvan-

tages of the classical TSC method. Further, due to the high serial resistance of MIS

structures, a noise level in the sub pA range can be obtained, resulting in a measurable

TSC below 1 pA.

For determining the mobility, the space charge limited current (SCLC) is measured in

steady state and transient mode. As non-ideal parameters have a significant influence

on the mobility determination at thin film devices, the accuracy of both SCLC methods

is analyzed with a device simulation. This simulation shows that the transient method

is less sensitive to non-ideal device parameters and has a higher accuracy. However, the

serial resistance, hence the RC time for device charging, has a major influence on the

determined transient mobility. Even for a 10 Ω serial resistance (device area of 7.5 mm2

and thickness of 50 nm), a mobility reduction of 20 % occurs in relation to a 1µm thick

device.

Still, the transient method shows a lower dependence on film thickness by a factor

up to 3 in relation to the steady state method. Because of the high RC time influence,
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the minimization of the serial resistance for sample charging is crucial. Furthermore,

a wide measurable current range for the analysis of devices with different conductivity

is necessary. To fulfill these requirements, a circuit is developed, which allows for a

low RC time constant for sample charging as well as for a wide current (0.1 µA to

0.5 A) and voltage range (3.5 V to 50 V). This results in a high flexibility in terms of

minimum measurable film thickness, which is necessary for the measurement of organic

semiconductors in this thesis. However, the measurable minimum mobility depends

strongly on the thickness of the semiconductor. Considering e. g. a minimum transit

time of 300 ns and a thickness of 100 nm, the detectable minimum mobility is 1·10−4 cm2

Vs .

For a thick film of 1µm it is 1 cm2

Vs .

With these measurement methods, the trap distribution and the mobility of the

three organic polymers P3HT, Poly[2,6-(4,4-bis-(2-ethylhexyl)-4H-cyclopenta[2,1-b;3,4-

b’]dithiophene)-alt-4,7(2,1,3-benzothiadiazole)] (PCPDTBT) and Poly[2-methoxy-5-

(3’,7’-dimethyloctyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene] (MDMO-PPV) are measured in this the-

sis. Additionally, the influence of oxygen and water exposure on the trap distribution

and mobility is considered.

Zuo et al. [183] discussed a universal water trap level 0.3 eV above HOMO and below

LUMO level. Here, for the water treatment, only a minor general increase of the amount

of trap states in respect to the HOMO or LUMO level is visible. This suggests, that

this universal relative trap level, if present, is not relevant compared to other effects.

In contrast, several potentially universal trap levels are found in relation to the vacuum

level. These are: -4.8 eV and -4.4 eV for holes as well as -5.3 eV, -3.6 eV and -2.8 eV for

electrons. For further proof, additional materials have to be investigated.

Nicolai et al. [111] suggested only the electron trap level at -3.6 eV. Although this trap

level is one potential universal trap level measured in this thesis, several more trap levels

are found. The influence of these trap states on the charge carrier transport depends

on the HOMO and LUMO levels, thus the mobility reduction caused by oxygen defects

can be different for electrons and holes.

The transient SCLC measurements show that the mobility does not completely cor-

relate with the additionally introduced trap states. Thus, probably not only the trap

depth is important for the charge carrier transport mechanism, but also the trap filling

mechanism, which seems to be different for the materials. In case of P3HT, a fast trap

filling is present, while it is slower for PCPDTBT and MDMO-PPV. This might be

caused by the position of the functional oxygen groups within each polymer.

However, as the mobility from the transient SCLC has a low dependency on trap
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states, the suggested similarity of electron and hole mobility is visible with this method.

This result is in line with the assumption by Nicolai et al., that the electron and hole

mobility should be similar to each other in case of a trap free material. Thus, the results

confirm that trap states generally are the cause for mobility reduction, but also show a

high dependency on the dynamics of the trap filling process.

In conclusion, possibly universal trap levels are found which depend on oxygen and

water. Apart from these trap levels, each material has a unique trap distribution and

different dependencies of the mobility on the universal trap states. Consequently, the

reduction of the complex trap distribution to a single trap state is no accurate model for

the description of the influence of trap states on the charge carrier transport in organic

semiconductors.
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8 Appendix

8.1 Theory: Equations for electrons

As only the equations for holes are given in the chaper 2 and 3, the corresponding

equations for electrons are given in the following. The variable names are listed in

table 8.1.

The charge carrier continuity for electrons (Equ. 8.1) is similar as for holes (Equ. 3.3),

as it is the case for the equation hole (Equ. 3.4) and electron current density (Equ. 8.2).

δn

δt
=

1

q
· div ~Jn +Ggen,n −Rrec,n (8.1)

Table 8.1: Variables used in this chapter.

variable decription

n density of electrons contributing to the
charge transport

~Jn electron current density

Ggen,n electron generation rate

Rrec,n electron recombination rate

µn electron mobility

Dn diffusion coefficient for electrons

Etr,n effective transport energy for electrons

gL() Gauss profile of the LUMO

γn hopping distance for electrons

fatj,n attempt to jump frequency for elec-
trons
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~Jn = qnµn ~F + qDn∇n (8.2)

Corresponding with equation 2.3, the transport energy for electrons can be determined

with equation 8.3.

∫ Etr,n

−∞

gL(E ′) · (Etr,n − E ′)3

1 + e
−E
′−EF
kBT

dE ′ =
6

π
· (γn · kBT )3 (8.3)

Equally to equation 2.4, the electron mobility results from equation 8.4.

µn =
q · fatj,n
kBTn︸ ︷︷ ︸

frequency

·
(∫ Etr,n

−∞
gL(E ′)dE ′

)− 2
3

︸ ︷︷ ︸
jump distance

·
∫ Etr,n

−∞

gL(E ′) · e
E′−Etr,n
kBT

1 + e
E′−EF
kBT︸ ︷︷ ︸

activation energy

dE ′ (8.4)

The Einstein relation is also valid for electrons as given in equation 8.5 with the limits

cn,min and cn,max in equation 8.6. Here, the same limits are valid as for holes described

in chapter 3.1.

Dn = g3,n ·
µn
q

(8.5)

g3,n =
n
dn
EF

for cn,minNH < p < cn,maxNH (8.6)
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8.2 Details of sample layout, sample production and

materials

In figure 8.1, the SCLC sample layout is shown from a top view. The materials under

test are listed in table 8.2 with the trivial names, molecular formulas, molecules structure

and HOMO/ LUMO levels. The following table 8.3 gives the same information about the

used organic contact materials. For all polymers, the spin coating processes are listed

in the tables 8.5, 8.6 and 8.7. Table 8.4 shows the cleaning process for all substrates.

2 1.5 3 2 3 1.5 2

1.5ITO

glass

2.5

2.5

1

2.5

1

2.5

3
2

(a)

metal on ITO

top metal

organic layers

ITO

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

(b)

Figure 8.1: (a) ITO structure on the 15x15mm glass substrates used in this thesis. All organic
layers are deposited on the same area as marked in (b). Six metal top contacts are
overlapping with the ITO layer and form 6 devices on one sample marked by red
squares, which are numbered C1 to C6. To decrease the serial resistance between
contact point and devices, the bottom ITO contacts are covered with metal, too.
All distance values are in mm.
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Table 8.2: Materials under examination

Abbreviation chemical name molecular
formula

structure molecular
orbitals

MTDATA 4,4’,4”-
Tris[phenyl(m-
tolyl)amino]
triphenyl-amine

C57H48N4 HOMO:
5-5.1 eV
[2, 145,
174]

LUMO:
1.9-2 eV
[2, 174]

P3HT Poly(3-
hexylthiophene-
2,5-diyl)

(C10H14S)n HOMO:
4.65-5.2 eV
[71, 96, 98,
157, 173]

LUMO:
2.13-3.2 eV
[71, 96, 98,
157, 173]

PCPDTBT Poly[2,6-(4,4-bis-
(2-ethylhexyl)-
4H-cyclopenta
[2,1-b;3,4-
b’]dithiophene)-
alt-4,7(2,1,3-
benzothiadiazole)]

(C31H38N2S3)n HOMO:
5.3-5.5 eV
[87, 108,
173, 176]

LUMO:
3.42-3.6 eV
[87, 108,
173, 176]

MDMO-PPV Poly[2-methoxy-
5-(3’,7’-
dimethyloctyloxy)-
1,4-
phenylenevinylene]

(C19H28O2)n HOMO:
5.1-5.33 eV
[6, 72, 128,
173]

LUMO:
2.7-2.97 eV
[6, 72, 128,
173]
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Table 8.3: Organic contact materials

Abbreviation chemical name molecular
formula

structure molecular
orbitals

PEDOT:PSS poly(3,4-
ethylenedioxythio-
phene):
polystyrene
sulfonate

(C7H6SO+
2 )n:

(C8H9SO−3 )m

HOMO:
5.15 eV
[40, 145]
LUMO:
3.66 eV
[16, 99]

TAPC 4,4’-Cyclohexyl-
idenebis[N,N-
bis(4-
methylphenyl)
benzenamine]

C46H46N2 HOMO:
5.5 eV
[174]

LUMO:
2 eV
[174]

Alq3 Aluminium-
tris(8-
hydroxychinolin)

C27H18AlNeO3 HOMO:
5.6-6.6 eV
[3, 174]

LUMO:
3.3 eV
[3, 174]

Bphen 4,7-Diphenyl-
1,10-
phenanthroline

C24H16N2 HOMO:
6.1-6.5 eV
[97, 174]

LUMO:
2.4-2.8 eV
[97, 174]
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Table 8.4: Cleaning process for substrates: The substrates are put sequentially into different
solvents within an ultrasonic bath at 60 ◦C for a certain time and rinsed afterwards
again with different solvents. After all steps the substrates are blown dry with
nitrogen. For water is always twice distilled water used.

Step duration solvent rinsing solvent

1 5 min Aceton Aceton

2 10 min Mucasol:Water
1:19

water

3 10 min water water

4 10 min Isopropanol:Aceton
1:1

isopropanol

5 10 min Ethanol water

6 5 min water water

Table 8.5: Spin coater Prozess for PEDOT:PSS

Step execution

1 Mixing PEDOT:PSS (Hil-E100 from Haereus) with
twice distilled water in relation of 1:1. The solution is
kept for 30 min in a ultrasonic bath.

2 15 min at 110 ◦C UVO

3 Filtering of the solution through a 0.45 µm PVDF filter.

4 Spin coating (200 µlper sample):
1. 500 rpm; 5000

rpm
s ; 5 s

2. 5000 rpm; 5000
rpm

s ; 30 s

5 As the total substrate is covered, the bottom ITO con-
tacts are wiped clean for the contacting of finished sam-
ples. A wet piece of cloth is used for that.

6 Tempering at 130 ◦C for 5 min

7 Tempering at 130 ◦C for 25 min inside the glovebox
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Table 8.6: Spin coater Prozess for P3HT and PCPDTBT

Step execution

1 Preparing the solution: It is set up with a concentra-
tion of 20

mg
ml

Chlorbenzene within nitrogen atmosphere.

The solution was shaked with the vortex Genie 2 (Sci-
entific Industries, Inc) for at least 72 h. After dissolving
all by eye visible particles, the solution is once heated
up to 60 ◦C.

2 Spin coating (50 µl per sample):
1. 200 rpm; ACL=1; 10 s
2. 75 rpm; ACL=1; 60 to 300 s
3. 200 rpm; ACL=1; 30 s
4. 75 rpm; ACL=1; 10 s
5. 500 rpm; ACL=1; 40 s
6. 3000 rpm; ACL=10; 20 s

3 As the total substrate is covered, the bottom ITO con-
tacts are wiped clean for the contacting of finished sam-
ples. A piece of cloth soaked with Chlorbenzene is used
for that.

Table 8.7: Spin coating process for MDMO-PPV

Step execution

1 Preparing the solution: It is set up with a concentration
of 5

mg
ml

Chlorbenzene within nitrogen atmosphere. The

solution was shaked with the vortex Genie 2 (Scientific
Industries, Inc) for at least 72 h. After dissolving all by
eye visible particles, the solution is once heated up to
60 ◦C.

2 Spin coating (80 µl per sample):
1. 75 rpm; ACL=120

rpm
s ; 180 to 480 s

2. 200 rpm; ACL=120
rpm

s ; 20 s

1. 600 rpm; ACL=120
rpm

s ; 30 s

1. 3000 rpm; ACL=1200
rpm

s ; 20 s

3 As the total substrate is covered, the bottom ITO con-
tacts are wiped clean for the contacting of finished sam-
ples. A piece of cloth soaked with Chlorbenzene is used
for that.
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8.3 Details of the SCLC simulation

For the simulation (Chap. 3), the software Atlas from Silvaco is used. The standard code

for the simulation is given in chapter 8.3.1. This code allows for all described parameter

variations as described in the code comments marked in green with # in front of the

comment. The code itself is meant to use with the software deckbuild, also from Silvaco,

which starts the Atlas simulation.

Because of the large amount of data, the determination of the transient peak position

is automated with the criteria described in chapter 8.3.2. The algorithm for the applied

fits is given in chapter 8.3.3. The results for the fit parameters (Chap. 3.2) are given in

table 8.8. The standard deviation is calculated between the fit curve and the original

data points.

Table 8.8: results for fit parameters

parameter Asimu Bsimu Csimu deviation

basic -3.243 -0.6372 -0.129 0.022

rise time (20 ns) -0.07076 -1.12 -0.477 0.035

rise time (50 ns) -1.973 -0.7319 -0.1442 0.02

rise time (100 ns) -0.7502 -0.8667 -0.2039 0.026

built-in field (0.2 V) -0.438 -0.9638 -0.4644 0.024

built-in field (0.5 V) -0.845 -0.8658 -0.3846 0.013

built-in field (1 V) -1.551 -0.7229 -0.3264 0.009

injection barrier (0.1 eV) -2.898 -0.7164 -0.09371 0.021

injection barrier (0.3 eV) -4.491 -0.4229 -0.1763 0.018

injection barrier (0.5 eV) 9.906 · 10−7 -3.4014 -0.9028 0.017

steady state SCLC (1020 1
cm3 ) 0.7983 -0.833 0.067

steady state SCLC (5 · 1020 1
cm3 ) 1.7983 -0.283 0.018

steady state SCLC (1021 1
cm3 ) -6.907 0.069 0.031
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8.3.1 Atlas program code

## Defining Atlas as default simulator:

deckbuild -as

go atlas

title simulation of steady state SCLC at an Organic hole only diode

## Change the material thickness here

set anode thick=0.2

set Organic thick=0.025

set cathode thick=0.2

#thickness of contacts have no influence on the simulation

## Set Gaussian Profile

set Organic h width=0.1

set Organic Nh=1e20

set Organic h width 1=0.1

set Organic E LUMO=2

set Organic E HOMO=5

#standard values for ideal trap free SCLC are used in this file

#The position of HOMO and LUMO are important in respect to contact work functions

#positive shift values means a shift closer to the fermi level

## Set hole doping of organic layer

set acceptor=0

#defines the doping amount of the semiconductor

## Set permittivity for all materials (only used for the single organic layer)

set Epsilon=3

## set parameters for hopping mobility

set Organic HopFreq p=1e11

set Organic HopGamma p=3e7

#the gamma value is considered as constant

## set contact work functions

set anode work=5

set cathode work=5

#anode: injection electrode for holes

#cathode: ejection electrode for holes, here: perfect electron blocking electrode

## set simulation parameters

set V step=$Organic thick / 2
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set ramptime=20e-9

set mesh multi=3

#defines the speed and accuracy of the simulation

## set resistance

set contact S=0.001

set contact P=1e12

#defines a parallel and serial resistance to the organic layer by changing the mobility

# and width of a parallel silicon layer to the organic layer

#resistances are set here for layers of size 7.5 mm2 and recalculated within the program

# to match the simulated device area of 1e4 µm2

set Rthickness=$Organic thick / 0.300

set Rmobility=9.35 / $contact P * 2e-7

## set capacitance

set capacitance=0.1

#sets the parallel capacitance in [nF] set width C=$capacitance / 8.854e-9 * $Organic thick * 0.00133

/ 10 #Last factor: permittivity of capacitance to reduce capacitance width

## set which parameter is changes

set Change=1e20

#### end of parameter settings ####

#calculation of layer thicknesses

set layer1 thick= $anode thick

set layer2 middle= $anode thick+$Organic thick/2

set layer2 thick= $anode thick+$Organic thick

set layer3 thick= $anode thick+$Organic thick+$cathode thick

## Defning 2D mesh; a width of 1µm is assumed by Atlas

mesh smooth=4 space.mult=$mesh multi #space.multi¡1: more accuracy; ¿1: faster simulation

#locations are set in µm

x.mesh location= 0.0 spacing=100

x.mesh location= 1e4-$width C / 100 spacing=100

x.mesh location= 1e4 spacing=1

x.mesh location= 1e4+$width C / 100 spacing=1

x.mesh location= 1e4+$width C * 0.99 spacing=1

x.mesh location= 1e4+$width C spacing=0.1

x.mesh location= 1e4+$width C+$Rthickness / 10 spacing=0.1

x.mesh location= 1e4+$width C+$Rthickness spacing=0.1
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y.mesh location=0 spacing=0.05

y.mesh location=$layer1 thick spacing=0.00005

y.mesh location=$layer1 thick+0.01 spacing=0.00005

y.mesh location=$layer1 thick+0.04 spacing=0.0001

y.mesh location=$layer2 middle spacing=0.0001

y.mesh location=$layer2 thick-0.04 spacing=0.0001

y.mesh location=$layer2 thick-0.01 spacing=0.00005

y.mesh location=$layer2 thick spacing=0.00005

y.mesh location=$layer3 thick spacing=0.05

## Defining materials and contacts:

#Organic

region num=1 name=Organic x.min=0 x.max=1e4 \
y.min=$layer1 thick y.max=$layer2 thick \
material=organic

#acceptor=$acceptor

#acceptor amount can be activated by including the corresponding statement

#isolator

region num=2 name=isolator x.min=1e4 x.max=1e4+$width C \
y.min=$layer1 thick y.max=$layer2 thick \
material=vacuum

#parallel resistance

region num=3 name=silicon x.min=1e4+$width C x.max=1e4+$width C+$Rthickness \
y.min=$layer1 thick y.max=$layer2 thick \
material=silicon \
acceptor=1e20

#electrodes

electrode num=1 name=anode x.min=0 x.max=1e4 \
y.min=0 y.max=$layer1 thick \
material=ITO electrode num=2 name=cathode x.min=0 x.max=1e4 \
y.min=$layer2 thick y.max=$layer3 thick \
material=Nickel electrode num=3 name=anode x.min=1e4 x.max=1e4+$width C+$Rthickness y.min=0

y.max=$layer1 thick \
material=Aluminum electrode num=4 name=cathode x.min=1e4 x.max=1e4+$width C+$Rthickness

y.min=$layer2 thick y.max=$layer3 thick \
material=Aluminum

###End of device definition###

# Set parameters for Organic

material region=1\
paasch.gfi=1 profile.gauss=”GaussProfile basis”\
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eg300=$Organic E HOMO-$Organic E LUMO permittivity=$Epsilon \
nc300=$Organic Nh nv300=$Organic Ne affinity=$Organic E LUMO \
HOPN.GAMMA=$Organic HopGamma n HOPN.V0=$Organic HopFreq n \
HOPP.GAMMA=$Organic HopGamma p HOPP.V0=$Organic HopFreq p \
NTV.GAUSS=$Organic Nh NTC.GAUSS=$Organic Ne \
SIGC.GAUSS=$Organic e width SIGV.GAUSS=$Organic h width

#”profile.gauss=”GaussProfile”” saves the Gaussprofile in a text file

#set parameters for parallel capacitance

material region=2 permittivity=10

#set parameters for parallel resisatance

material region=3 eg300=4 affinity=5

## Defining defects

odefects hopping

#activates the hopping model for the mobility

## Defining work funtions in [eV]

# Nickel(Cathode)

contact num=2 workfunc=$cathode work

# ITO (Anode)

contact num=1 workfunc=$anode work

#con.resist=$contact S * 0.075 * (1e4+$width C+$Rthickness) / 1e4

#the contact resistance can be included by the above statement

# contacts for parallel resistance and capacitance (ohmic contacts)

contact num=3

contact num=4

## Defining physical models for the simulation

models hopmob print

## Defining mobility parameters

mobility material=Organic hopmob.p

mobility material=silicon mup=$Rmobility mun=1e-15

#the hopping mobility is activated for holes in the organic semiconductor

#the parallel resistance is defined by the hole mobility of silicon; the electron mobility is set

# low, so the electrons have no influence

output con.band val.band E.fielde e.mobility h.mobility
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#For necessary initial guess:

method Newton

solve init

solve vanode=0

save outfile=steady IV P${Change}W V0X f${Organic HopFreq p}Y d${Organic thick}Z.str

## method

method newton carriers=1 hole clim.dd=1e4 em.Damping emd.max.iter=5 emd.skip.iter=0 \
itlimit=1000 itmin=1 tol.relax=2 nrcriter=0.1 xnorm rhsnorm maxtraps=10

#the parameters for the newton iteration are set here

#for including minority charge carriers (electrons) ”carriers=2” without ”hole” statement is necessary

#probably there is no need to change further parameters to obtain convergence

# Steady state simulation

# Ramping Vanode to 10V to plot the I-V Characteristics and get output at every voltage step

#for good initial guess; slow start of voltage ramp:

solve vanode=1e-5

solve vanode=5e-5

solve vanode=1e-4

solve vanode=5e-4

solve vanode=1e-3

solve vanode=5e-3

solve vanode=1e-2

log outfile=steady LOG JV.log

set vmax1=10*$Organic thick

solve vanode=$V step vstep=$V step vfinal=$Vmax1 vcathode=0 name=anode

save outfile=steady IV P${Change}W V${Vmax1}X f${Organic HopFreq p}Y d${Organic thick}Z.str

####

set vmax2=10*$Organic thick*2

solve vanode=$Vmax1+$V step vstep=$V step vfinal=$Vmax2 vcathode=0 name=anode

save outfile=steady IV P${Change}W V${Vmax2}X f${Organic HopFreq p}Y d${Organic thick}Z.str

####

set vmax3=10*$Organic thick*3

solve vanode=$Vmax2+$V step vstep=$V step vfinal=$Vmax3 vcathode=0 name=anode

save outfile=steady IV P${Change}W V${Vmax3}X f${Organic HopFreq p}Y d${Organic thick}Z.str

####

set vmax4=10*$Organic thick*4

solve vanode=$Vmax3+$V step vstep=$V step vfinal=$Vmax4 vcathode=0 name=anode

save outfile=steady IV P${Change}W V${Vmax4}X f${Organic HopFreq p}Y d${Organic thick}Z.str

####

set vmax5=10*$Organic thick*5

solve vanode=$Vmax4+$V step vstep=$V step vfinal=$Vmax5 vcathode=0 name=anode
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save outfile=steady IV P${Change}W V${Vmax5}X f${Organic HopFreq p}Y d${Organic thick}Z.str

####

## Extracting Current Density versus Voltage

# Surface Area = 1um * 1e4um = 1e4µm2 = 1e-4 cm2

# Current Density (in A
cm2 ) = Simulated current [in A] / (1e-4 cm2)

# = 1e8 * Simulated Current [in A
cm2 ]

extract name=”J vs V” curve(v.”anode”, 1e4*i.”anode”) outfile= \
”JV P${Change}W f${Organic HopFreq p}Y d${Organic thick}Z.dat”

## Extracting Current Density versus electric field

# field strength = voltage / thicknes organic semiconductor

# field strength (in kV
µm) = Simulated voltage [ V] / thickness [ nm] = Simulated Voltage / organic

thickness / 1000 [ kV
µm]

extract name=”J vs E” curve(v.”anode” / $Organic thick / 1000, 1e4*i.”anode”) outfile=\
”JE P${Change}W f${Organic HopFreq p}Y d${Organic thick}Z.dat”

#saving data for intermediate voltage steps of the steady state simulation

set loop voltage=0

set loop var=0

loop steps=6

extract init infile=\
”steady IV P${Change}W V${loop voltage}X f${Organic HopFreq p}Y d${Organic thick}Z.str”

extract name=”Voltage ${loop voltage}V E” \
curve(depth, impurity=”Electric Field” material=”organic” x.val=1e2 ) \
outfile=\
”steady ElectricField P${Change}W V${loop voltage}X f${Organic HopFreq p}Y d${Organic thick}Z.dat”

extract name=”Voltage ${loop voltage}V Phi” \
curve(depth, impurity=”Potential” material=”organic” x.val=1e2) \
outfile=\
”steady Potential P${Change}W V${loop voltage}X f${Organic HopFreq p}Y d${Organic thick}Z.dat”

extract name=”Voltage ${loop voltage}V p” \
curve(depth, impurity=”Hole Conc” material=”organic” x.val=1e2) \
outfile=\
”steady HoleConc P${Change}W V${loop voltage}X f${Organic HopFreq p}Y d${Organic thick}Z.dat”

extract name=”Voltage ${loop voltage}V mup” \
curve(depth, p.mobility material=”organic” x.val=1e2) \
outfile=\
”steady Hmobility P${Change}W V${loop voltage}X f${Organic HopFreq p}Y d${Organic thick}Z.dat”

set loop var=$loop var+1

set loop voltage=10*$Organic thick*$loop var

l.end
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# transient simulation

method newton carriers=1 hole clim.dd=1e4 em.Damping emd.max.iter=5 emd.skip.iter=0 itlimit=1000

itmin=1 tol.relax=2 nrcriter=0.1 xnorm rhsnorm maxtraps=10 tol.time=1e-6

#the parameters for the newton iteration are set here

set looptrans var = 1

loop steps=5

set Vtrans = 10 * $Organic thick * $looptrans var

solve init

solve vanode=0

log outfile=trans LOG ${Vtrans}V Jt.log

####

solve vanode=$Vtrans ramptime=$ramptime tstop=100e-9 tstep=1e-10

save outfile=trans V${Vtrans}X Jt t1 P${Change}W f${Organic HopFreq p}Y d${Organic thick}Z.str

####

solve vanode=$Vtrans ramptime=0 tstop=300e-9 tstep=3e-10

save outfile=trans V${Vtrans}X Jt t2 P${Change}W f${Organic HopFreq p}Y d${Organic thick}Z.str

####

solve vanode=$Vtrans ramptime=0 tstop=500e-9 tstep=5e-10

save outfile=trans V${Vtrans}X Jt t3 P${Change}W f${Organic HopFreq p}Y d${Organic thick}Z.str

####

solve vanode=$Vtrans ramptime=0 tstop=2000e-9 tstep=20e-10

save outfile=trans V${Vtrans}X Jt t4 P${Change}W f${Organic HopFreq p}Y d${Organic thick}Z.str

####

solve vanode=$Vtrans ramptime=0 tstop=1e-3 tstep=100e-10

save outfile=trans V${Vtrans}X Jt t5 P${Change}W f${Organic HopFreq p}Y d${Organic thick}Z.str

####

## Extracting Current Density versus time

# Surface Area = 1 µm * 1e4µm = 1e4µm2 = 1e-4 cm2

# Current Density (in A
cm2 ) = Simulated current [in A] / (1e-4 cm2) = 1e8 * Simulated Current [in A

cm2 ]

extract name=”J vs t” curve(time, 1e4*i.”anode”) \
outfile=”trans Jt V${Vtrans}X Jt P${Change}W f${Organic HopFreq p}Y d${Organic thick}Z.dat”

#saving data for intermediate voltage steps of the steady state simulation

set loop var=1

loop steps=5

extract init infile=\
”trans V${Vtrans}X Jt t${loop var} P${Change}W f${Organic HopFreq p}Y d${Organic thick}Z.str”
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extract name=”trans V${Vtrans}X t${loop var} E” \
curve(depth, impurity=”Electric Field” material=”organic” x.val=1e2 ) \
outfile=\
”trans t${loop var} ElectricField P${Change}W V${Vtrans}X f${Organic HopFreq p}Y d${Organic thick}Z.dat”

extract name=”trans V${Vtrans}X t${loop var} Phi” \
curve(depth, impurity=”Potential” material=”organic” x.val=1e2) \
outfile=\
”trans t${loop var} Potential P${Change}W V${Vtrans}X f${Organic HopFreq p}Y d${Organic thick}Z.dat”

extract name=”trans V${Vtrans}X t${loop var} p” \
curve(depth, impurity=”Hole Conc” material=”organic” x.val=1e2) \
outfile=\
”trans t${loop var} HoleConc P${Change}W V${Vtrans}X f${Organic HopFreq p}Y d${Organic thick}Z.dat”

extract name=”trans V${Vtrans}X t${loop var} mup” \
curve(depth, p.mobility material=”organic” x.val=1e2) \
outfile=\
”trans t${loop var} Hmobility P${Change}W V${Vtrans}X f${Organic HopFreq p}Y d${Organic thick}Z.dat”

set loop var=$loop var+1

l.end

log off

set looptrans var = $looptrans var + 1

l.end

quit

8.3.2 Algorithm for finding transient peak

For the automated determination of the transient current peak, the minimum between

charging and transient peak is determined first. By starting at t = 0, the first data point

is defined as this minimum, which has a lower current than the five previous and five

following data points. From this time on, following the time axis, the first data point

is defined as the transient maximum, which has a higher current than the five previous

and five following data points. Additionally, it is checked, if the current of this transient

peak is higher than the steady state current. With this concept, the first maximum is

determined. This is crucial because of the oscillation of the signal after this first peak

[153].
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8.3.3 Algorithm for fitting the simulated normalized mobility

The fitting (Chap. 3.2) is done using the algorithm shown in figure 8.2, which optimizes a

single coefficient. Two functions F are created with a maximum and minimum coefficient

c. The results for F (d, cmax) and F (d, cmin) are calculated and the squared difference

of the calculated and original value is determined. The coefficient is determined with

the precision of 0.001. As long as the difference between cmax and cmin is larger, the

coefficients will be optimized further. The coefficient which results in the larger deviation

is reduced (or increased) by (cmax − cmin)/10. If the precision is reached, the average

value between minimum and maximum coefficient is used as the result. Additionally,

the deviation to the original data is calculated. As the deviation is zero at 1µm due

to normalization, the data at this thickness is excluded from the deviation calculation.

The total deviation results from adding all squared deviations divided by the number of

data points.

For the used fit (Equ. 3.15), there are more than one unknown coefficient. Thus, in

case of two coefficients, the discussed algorithm is used within itself a second time. For

each cmax and cmin, the optimal second coefficient is determined with this algorithm,

before calculating the deviation of cmax and cmin. For three coefficients, three nested

algorithms are used.

F(d, cmax)
F(d, cmin)

Calculate
errmax

Calculate
errmin

If
(Cmax-Cmin) 

>0.001

Calculate
error for 

F(d,(cmin+cmax)/2)

If max-error > min-error
Cmax,new= Cmax-(Cmax-Cmin)/10

If max-error<min-error
Cmin,new= Cmin+(Cmax-Cmin)/10

Cmax=10
Cmin=-10

F(d,c)

no

yes

N
ew

 c valu
e

s Loop for algorithm

Start c values

Figure 8.2: Algorithm used for fitting curves.
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8.4 Details of the SCLC measurement and control

circuits

Figure 8.4 shows the complete circuit for the transient space charge limited current

measurements as described in chapter 6.3. The corresponding PCB layout if given in

figure 8.3. The used elements, their explanations and the corresponding device names

used in chapter 6.3 are listed in table 8.10.

The circuit is controlled by the manual switches in the external circuit (App. 8.5).

This circuit has three voltage supplies, which have all the same ground potential: -15 V

and 15 V for power supply of all elements and the pulse voltage supply VS = 3.5 to 50 V.

Deactivating the indicated switch starts the measurement by setting the gate potential

of T1 or T2 to the ground potential. All SSR’s are controlled by changeover switches,

as well as T4 and T5. The capacitors are for additional input voltage stabilization.

Table 8.9 shows the calibration of the measurement circuit. This calibration was

determined by putting a known resistance at the sample position in series with a mul-

timeter. Thus, the current through the sample, the applied voltage and the voltage at

the oscilloscope were measured. For this calibration, the complete step voltage range

was used. The calibration function is a linear fit of the form I [in A] = a · V [in V] + b

and the resulting accuracy was over 0.999 in all cases.

Table 8.9: Calibration parameters for the circuit shown in figure 8.3

R1 → ∞ R1 = 174 Ω R1 = 34.8 Ω R1 = 8.06 Ω R1 = 2 Ω

for Rm = 30 Ω:

a = 3.546 · 10−3

b = −2.769 · 10−4
a = 7.201 · 10−4

b = 1.918 · 10−6
a = 1.782 · 10−4

b = −8.678 · 10−6
a = 4.345 · 10−5

b = −5.149 · 10−6
a = 1.151 · 10−5

b = −4.392 · 10−6

for Rm = 300 Ω:

a = 8.822 · 10−2

b = 5.463 · 10−4
a = 2.030 · 10−2

b = −2.964 · 10−4
a = 4.935 · 10−3

b = −4.708 · 10−5
a = 1.2144 · 10−3

b = −8.492 · 10−5
a = 3.239 · 10−4

b = −7.018 · 10−5
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4cm

Figure 8.3: PCB: red lines are
top wiring and
blue are bottom
wiring; all devices
are on the top
side and described
in table 8.10
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8.5 FFT filter for smoothing of the transient SCLC

signal

The mathematical principle for the FFT filter used for smoothing of the transient SCLC

signal in chapter 6.4.2 is explained in the following. Essentially, a linear fit to the signal

between the start and the end of a user defined range ∆tFFT is performed in the time

domain. The software subtracts this linear fit from the original data and performs a

FFT on the result. The data in the frequency domain is filtered by a parabolic low pass

filter with fcut defined by equation 8.7. The parabolic form of this filter is defined by

1 at 0 Hz (no deletion of frequency data) and 0 at fcut (complete deletion of frequency

data). Afterwards, the signal is transformed back into time space by reverse FFT and

the linear fit is added.

∆tFFT =
1

2fcut
(8.7)
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Figure 8.5: Control circuit for the circuit shown in figure 8.3 with all resistance values in kΩ
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8.6 Enveloping TSC of PCPDTBT/ MDMO-PPV and

original fractional TSC signals

In chapter 6.6.2, only the MIS-TSC measurement of P3HT was shown (Fig. 6.28). Here,

figure 8.6 shows the corresponding enveloping measurements of PCPDTBT and MDMO-

PPV. The figures 8.7 and 8.8 show the original data of the fractional MIS-TSC mea-

surements for all polymers and aging procedures. The dashed lines are in each case the

enveloping measurements. The fractional signals are always below the enveloping signal,

as the total amount of trapped charge carriers is extracted over the longer measurement

time. Only fractional measurements without measurement error (e.g. sudden current

peaks or large noise) are used for calculating the trap distributions shown chapter 6.6.2.
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Figure 8.6: Enveloping MIS-TSC measurements of (a) PCPDTBT and (b) MDMO-PPV for
pristine and aged samples.
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Figure 8.7: Enveloping and fractional MIS-TSC measurements of pristine (a) P3HT, (b)
PCPDTBT , (c) MDMO-PPV and UV treated (d) P3HT, (e) PCPDTBT, (f)
MDMO-PPV.
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Figure 8.8: Enveloping and fractional MIS-TSC measurements of oxygen treated (a) P3HT,
(b) PCPDTBT, (c) MDMO-PPV and water treated (d) P3HT, (e) PCPDTBT, (f)
MDMO-PPV.
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8.7 Appendix SCLC results

The coefficients determined for the fit (Equ. 6.17) used in chapter 6.6.3 are listed in

chapter 8.7.1. This fit is only performed for the pristine samples. The calculation is

done by simply testing all variations in the range -10 to 10. As only the P3HT original

SCLC data is discussed in chapter 6.6.3, the data for PCPDTBT and MDMO-PPV is

shown in chapter 8.7.2. Here, the same procedure and graphs are used as for P3HT.

8.7.1 Fits for mobility values determined with the transient SCLC

method

Table 8.11: Mobility fit values for equation 6.17.

material aSCLC bSCLC cSCLC · 108

P3HT (e-) 1.3 -1 0.297

P3HT (h+) 1.5 -0.2 2.03

PCPDTBT (e-) 1.7 0.2 3.35

PCPDTBT (h+) 5.1 -0.5 9 · 10−10

MDMO-PPV (e-) 0.95 -0.55 4.55

MDMO-PPV (h+) 1.3 -0.2 3.1

Table 8.12: Ratio fit values for equation 6.17.

material aSCLC bSCLC cSCLC

P3HT (e-) -0.6 -0.4 6.7

P3HT (h+) 0 -0.05 0.88

PCPDTBT (e-) -0.5 0.5 269

PCPDTBT (h+) -0.2 -0.2 2

MDMO-PPV (e-) -0.1 -0.4 1.9

MDMO-PPV (h+) -0.3 -0.1 8.97
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8.7.2 Original SCLC measurement results of PCPDTBT and

MDMO-PPV without normalization
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Figure 8.9: Transient and steady state mobility of (a) holes and (b) electrons for pristine
PCPDTBT as well as (c) holes and (d) electrons for MDMO-PPV. The verti-
cal distribution of the transient SCLC mobility accounts to different electrical field
strength.
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Figure 8.10: Normalized transient mobility of (a) holes and (b) electrons for pristine
PCPDTBT as well as (c) holes and (d) electrons for MDMO-PPV.
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Figure 8.11: Ratio of the transient peak and steady state signals for (a) PCPDTBT and
(b) MDMO-PPV SCLC devices.
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Figure 8.12: Normalized Current ratio of (a) holes and (b) electrons of pristine and aged
PCPDTBT samples as well as (c) holes and (d) electrons of pristine and aged
MDMO-PPV samples.
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Abbreviations and variables

All abbreviations used in this thesis are listed in the following:

Ag Silver
Al Aluminum
Alq3 organic semiconductor (Tab. 8.3)
Bphen organic semiconductor (Tab. 8.3)
Ca Calcium
CV-curve capacitance-voltage curve
DOS density of states
FET field effect transistor
FFT fast Fourier transformation
HOMO highest occupied molecular orbital
ITO Indium Tin Oxide
IV-curve current-voltage curve
JV-curve current density-voltage curve
LUMO lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
MDMO-PPV organic semiconductor (Tab. 8.2)
MIS metal insulator semiconductor
MIS-TSC thermally stimulated current measurement at a MIS structure
MTDATA organic semiconductor (Tab. 8.2)
Ni Nickel
OLED organic light emitting diode
op. amp. operational amplifier
P3HT organic semiconductor (Tab. 8.2)
PCB printed circuit board
PCPDTBT organic semiconductor (Tab. 8.2)
PEDOT:PSS organic semiconductor (Tab. 8.3)
SCLC space charge limited current
Si Silicon
SiO2 Silicon Dioxide
TAPC organic semiconductor (Tab. 8.3)
TSC thermally stimulated current
TSDC thermally stimulated depolarization current
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Physical constants:

ε0 = 8.854 · 10−12 As
Vm permittivity constant

kB = 8.617 · 10−5 eV
K Boltzmann constant

q = 1.602 · 10−19 C elementary charge

All variables used in this thesis are listed in the following:

Asimu, Bsimu, Csimu parameter for fitting normalized mobility from the simulation

(Chap. 3.2)

aSCLC , bSCLC , cSCLC fit variable for thickness dependent mobility fit (Chap. 6.6.3)

A active area of a device under test

Aamp amplitude of oscillating voltage for trap filling in a MIS device

aramp slope of a linear voltage rise function

β heating rate for TSC measurement

cp,min, cp,max definition of allowed charge carrier density range for simulation

C capacitance

Ciso isolation capacitance of an opto coupler

COSS output capacitance of a transistor

CP,c step voltage stabilizing capacitor (ceramic) (Chap. 6.3.1)

CP,f step voltage stabilizing capacitor (foil) (Chap. 6.3.1)

CP,e step voltage stabilizing capacitor (electrolyte) (Chap. 6.3.1)

CS step voltage stabilizing capacitor (Chap. 6.3)

Csamp sample capacitance

CMRR common mode rejection ratio of an op. amp.

c a constant (e. g. from an integration)

cmax coefficient maximum within the algorithm

determining the coefficient (Fig. 8.2)

cmin as cmax for the maximum

Dn electron diffusion constant

Dp hole diffusion constant

d thickness of a semiconductor layer under test

deff effective thickness of a device
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γ decay length of the wave function of a localized charge carrier

γn decay length of the wave function of a localized electron

γp decay length of the wave function of a localized hole

E energy

Ea activation Energy

Eaff electron affinity

EF Fermi level

Eg band gap or energetic distance between HOMO and LUMO

EH energetic position of the HOMO in relation to the vacuum level

EL energetic position of the LUMO in relation to the vacuum level

Etr effective transport energy

Etr,n effective transport energy of electrons

Etr,p effective transport energy of holes

Enorm normalized energy within the Gaussian profile approximation

E ′ integration variable in case integration over energy

ε permittivity

εr specific permittivity

F electrical field

Fa electric field at the anode

Fc electric field at the cathode

fcut cut off frequency for FFT low pass filter (Chap. 8.5)

fatj attempt to jump frequency

fatj,n attempt to jump frequency for electrons

fatj,p attempt to jump frequency for holes

ffd Fermi-Dirac occupation probability

frise factor between mobility with ideal and non ideal voltage

step function (Chap. 6.5.5)

f−3dB 3dB cut off Frequency of an op. amp.

Ga approximation function of a Gaussian DOS

Ggen,n generation rate of electrons

Ggen,p generation rate of holes

g(E) Gaussian profile/ DOS in dependents of the energy

gH(E) Gaussian DOS of HOMO levels

gL(E) Gaussian DOS of LUMO levels

Ha factor within the Gaussian profile approximation (Chap. 3.1)
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I current

Ileak leak current of an opto coupler

Iload load current of an opto coupler

Imax maximum current

Iout max output current of an op. amp.

IMIS−TSC,bipolar bipolar MIS-TSC current

IMIS−TSC,with(h+) hole MIS-TSC with charging

IMIS−TSC,without(h+) hole MIS-TSC without charging

IMIS−TSC,with(e−) electron MIS-TSC with charging

IMIS−TSC,without(e−) electron MIS-TSC without charging

ITSC thermally stimulated current (TSC)

ITSC,without classical TSC of a diode without charging

ITSC,with classical TSC of a diode with charging

ITSC actual TSC on diode

i(t) time dependent current

iC(t) charging or decharging current of a capacitance

ic,s(t) time dependent charging current of the sample capacitance

im(t) time dependent current over the measuring

resistance (Chap. 6.3)

is(t) time dependent current through the sample

J static current density

Jn static electron current density

Jp static hole current density

j(t) time dependent current density

jdispl(x, t) time dependent displacement current density

jdrift(x, t) time dependent drift current density

Ka variable within the approximation of a

Gaussian profile (Chap. 3.1)

µ charge carrier mobility

µn electron mobility

µp hole mobility
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N total density of states (DOS)

NH number of HOMO states

NL number of LUMO states

Ntrap,occ number of occupied trap states

n electron density

ntrap,occ density of occupied trap states

η charge carrier density (electrons or holes)

ω angular frequency

Pmax maximum power

PSRR power supply rejection ratio of an op. amp.

p hole density

ΨS surface potential

ϕ space charge density

Ψ electric potential

Q electrical charge

QG gate charge of a transistor

R50 Resistor used for 20V to 50V step (Chap. 6.3.1)

R1 resistance 1 for amplification circuit (Chap. 6.3.3)

R2 resistance 2 for amplification circuit (Chap. 6.3.3)

Rdch1 decharging resistor for puls capacitors (Chap. 6.3)

Rdch2 decharging sample after measurement (Chap. 6.3.2)

Rin input resistance of an op. amp.

Riso isolation resistance of an opto coupler

Rm measuring resistance in SCLC circuit (Chap. 6.3)

Rosci Resistor for voltage step control (Chap. 6.3.1)

RON resistance in on state of a transistor

Rrec,n recombination rate of electrons

Rrec,p recombination rate of holes

Rp parallel resistance to the sample

Rs serial resistance to the sample

Rsample estimated device resistance

Rstep Resistor for voltage step control (Chap. 6.3.1)

ρres specific resistance
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Qmax maximum charge

Qmax,MIS maximum charge in a MIS device

qarea(t) area dependent charge

qC(t) time dependent charge of a capacitance

snorm normalized Gaussian width within the approximation

of a Gaussian profile (Chap. 3.1)

σ width of Gaussian profile

σc specific conductivity

σH width of the Gaussian DOS (HOMO)

σL width of the Gaussian DOS (LUMO)

T temperature

T1 start temperature of fractional TSC measurement step

T2 maximum temperature of fractional TSC measurement step

T3 end temperature of fractional TSC measurement step

Thigh highest temperature during TSC measurement

Tlow lowest temperature during TSC measurement

t time

∆tFFT time range for FFT low pass filter (Chap. 8.5)

∆t1 time prior to heating

∆t2 time prior to cooling

∆tf1 start waiting time of fractional TSC measurement step

∆tf2 waiting time of fractional TSC measurement step at

maximum temperature

∆tf3 end waiting time of fractional TSC measurement step

tcorr correction for the transit time (Chap. 6.5.5)

tON turn on time of a transistor

tRC RC time constant

trise time to reach the maximum voltage of a step function (Chap. 3.2)

tsettle settling time of an op. amp.

tslew slew rate of an op. amp.

ttrans transit time for first charge carriers for transient SCLC

τe RC time constant for extracting charge carriers (TSC measurement)

τi RC time constant for injecting charge carriers (TSC measurement)
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V voltage

Vb−in build in voltage of a device

Vc,aver average voltage of the capacitor between t = 0 and ttrans

Vch charging voltage for TSC method (constant)

VDS drain source voltage of a transistor

VGS gate source voltage of a transistor

Vload load voltage of an opto coupler

Vmax maximum voltage

VS step voltage in SCLC circuit (Chap. 6.3)

Vsupply supply voltage of an op. amp.

Vth threshold voltage of a transistor

Vvol volume of a device under test

Vzener Zener voltage of a Zener diode

v(t) time dependent voltage

v0(t) externally applied time dependent voltage

v1(t) time dependent voltage over the device

v2(t) time dependent voltage over the device serial resistance

vampl(t) time dependent amplified voltage, measured by

the oscilloscope (Chap. 6.3.3)

vC(t) time dependent voltage of a capacitance

vch(t) charging voltage for TSC method (oscillating)

vdrift drift velocity

vm(t) time dependent voltage over measuring resistance (Chap. 6.3.3)

W work function

ZM Zener Diode of the voltage step generation (SCLC circuit) (Chap. 6.3.1)

ZS Zener Diode of the amplification circuit (SCLC circuit) (Chap. 6.3.3)

z slope of a double logarithmic plot of steady state SCLC (Chap. 2.3.1)
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